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This }hesis examj.nes the ethical generalization 
I 

argument from I a methodological point of view .. The gener
I 

alization is rp.ot considered in a historical (Kantian) 
I 

sense of deduetive implieat.ion, but rather in a more 
I 

empirical fasiion of behavoristic investigation. The 
i 

argument, its: limi tationf), and other attendant problems 
I are analyzed. I The final rec:ommenda tions combine several 
I 

approaches within and without staIl:dard philosophical 

procedure. 
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INTRODUCTICN 

This thes~s examines a specific ethical argument, 

usually termed "elthical generalization", and the supporting 

concept of jU2,ti~ication. My concern is chiefly methodologi-
I 

cal. I do not of De 1'" solutions to all.the problems I identify. 

My intentions a1'"'el to locate the difficulites in the analysis 

of this argument, identify their present boundaries, and 

suggest the methodological directions for the solution of 

these difficultie!s~ I begin vlith an examination of the con-

c.ept of ethical justification to determine general applica-

tions to ethical formulations. I present ethical generaliza

tion and examine lit vrith respect to first-order (normative) 

ethics in order t:o isolate its elementary constituents 2nd 

identify the majo,r problems of application. In the conclusion, 
I 

recommendations ~re suggested for the development of a more 

meaningful analyslis of ethical generalizations. 
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II. ETHICAL JUSTIFICATION 
, 

I 

The purpolse of this ehapter is to identify the 
I 

general rela tionlshiPs betwelen jus tifica tion and second-order 
I " 

or theoretical elthical generaliz,a tions (as distinguished from 
, 

I 

first-order or nprmative eth.ical concerns). I will limit my 
i 

examination to tfo types of rational theoretical justifica-
I 

tions: (1) thosel abstracted from actual, practical ethical 
I 

generalizations ~nd (2) those imaginative examples created 

without actual s~tuations for a hypothetical analysis. Rele
I 

I 

vant general confider~tiQns of j~stification will also be ex
I 

amined. I do not l intend to eomment on possible justifications 
I 

i 

which may go beybnd the rat:i.onal presentations and their 

empirical I bases }'ihich I examine; adequat"e considerations of 

such items is 'nort wi thin thle limits of this thesis. 

lvly concern vli th the jus"tifica tion ot ethical formu

lation~ arose frpm .the recolsni tion of the subjective, rela

tive nature of e~hical stat1ernents, judgments, and conclusions 

when justificatibn was absent. It is"imperative to establish 

acceptable crite~ia of just:l..flcation to examine and judge 
I 

ethical formulat~ons which eould otherwise be rejected because 
" I 

of their sophistli.c nature. 'rowards this end of acceptable 
I 

criteria I formuilated the following definition: ethical jus-
I 
I 

tification is thb result or the process of providing assurance 
I " " "" 

of either the 10Sical validity of a decision with moral con-

2 



sequences or of the pragma tlc{ corr'ectness of an action 'I;[i th ' 

I 

moral oonsequenc<es. This II assurance" l'iould probably iilclude 
I 
I ' 

3 

some expression ~f probabilj~ ty for the "pragmatic correctness tt 

, 

because of the lfss-than-certain nature of present moral judg~ 
I 

ments in this ar~a. Further" this probability would exist 
I 

whether the judgrrtent was deElcriptive (e.g. IIThat action is 

considered immortl by most of our members") or prescriptive 

(e.g. lIyou oughtinot to do x, under duress of punishment by 
I 

the membershipll)+ It is obvious that IIcorrectness li or 

11 righ tness" may ~ave different, mleanings in different ethical 
, I 

systems, but wit'in B:ny particular system certain clear 

criteria should ~e- available. l This thesis i~ an attempt to 
I 

I 

minimize the rel~ ti vism of E~thical systems and to' loea te 
I _ 

I 

through methodolqgicalconcE~rns the easiest. path to mutual 
I 

unders tanding . leading toward. s a i:;ommon ethic for all moralis ts. 

Two Referents 

The term '~ethical jusltifieation" may refer to the 
. I '. 

cri tical examination of logi.cal clai~s (e. g. II I s this decision 
I 

valid?") or.acti1ns and thei.r consequents (e.g. "Would this 

action be proper~II). Adjudic:ation by the first type of refer

ent is, more str1ctlY speaking, termed "logical justificationli 

I 

or "validation". :Adjudication ·by the second type of referent 
I 

IBy_ lI~thidal systems" I mean traditional organized views 
. I 

of morals, e. g. liedonism or util~L tarianism, as well as the con-
temporary "non-s~rstems" of II si tua tional" or 11 contextualll ethics • 

. 1 



is more strictly termed IOpragmatlc' justification" or uviiI-
I 

dication n .2 

i'Jith either validation or vindication one may speak 

of Ii justifY,ingl! 

validation, the 

I 

~he referent of any particular example. For 

J1timate criteria are the rules of deductive 
i 

and . inductive infierence 0 For' vindication, the ul"timate cri-
, I 

teria of justifi~ation are u~l1a11y: intentions'or purposes ~d 

empirical or pradtica1' knowledge (inductively confirmed or 
I ' -

I ' 

confirmable) abotlt ends-means relationships.3 I qualify the 
I 

preceding' cri te~ia of vindi.cati'on with "usua11y" because I' 

concur with Feig~·s comment that'· some situations of pragmatic 

justification may be so blatent1y simple and obvious ("degen-
I ' : 

erate", he says4) that"mere 10gi(~ar truths' will adequately 
I 

serve as the ultimate crit'eria, ~9.g. tlJohn's bad actions are 

bad. " 
I 

Depending I on- a moralists 10gic'a1' preferences the u1 ti-

mate criteria of:vaiidati'on will ,be accepted or rejected as 

sufficient to ju$tify,logical claims within.the moral' realm .. 

I believe most ~~ralists would a,ccept these criteria although 
I 

some, e.g. the "emoti'Wi'sts·t~ It might deny' any meaningful rela-
I 
I 

ticn between eth:tcal prescription and objective criteria. For 

this thesis I Sh~ll' assume v .... i th Feig1 that: lithe' justifyihg' 
I 
, 

2 After Hetbert Feigl:, 'UValida tion and Vindication tI , 
eds. Sellars and: Hospers, B§.adin~n Ethical Theory (New York: 
Appleton-Century+Crofts, 19:3~ p. 674;. 

I 

3Ibid • . ~ 4Ibid ., p. 676~ 



principles (just,ificantia) for the establishment of kno'ir-

ledge-claims havle been retraced to their ul time,te fOlLYlda-

t ions in the rulles of inference and sub'sti tution ,in'deduc

ti ve logics ~ \,le cannot without vic ious circulari ty disclose 

any more ultimate grounds of validation here~i!5 

In order" ~o be more specific' about the inducti v'ely 

confirmable pracitical mOl-fledge I shall follow FeiSI further: 

"In any practica2. issue of moral choice, inductiye inference' 

is indispensible for the determination of the most likely 

consequences of ac'tions ~" and "T1he rules of maximal Drobab-

ility in inductive inference form the ultimat~ validating 

hasis of all' empirical reasoning. u6 In short, Ifithout the 

rules of deductive and indueti ve inference there ~vould be no 

ultimate basis f<Dr validation or vindication of an ethical 

claim--whether d~cision'or action. Without these rules every

one might have tltleir own basis for "justifying ll ethical judg

ments .. Although the basis might (by chance) be logical rules, 

it might also be a tingle in the left ear lobe or a "groovyU 

feeling, or even some inexpressible awareness o 

The ul tim&.te cri teri~l, of pragmatic justification are 

more difficult tm formulate objectivelycor universally be

cause they are otten (incorrectly) presumed to be useless be

c-ause of their sQ-called relative nature. In the analysis of" 

the logical just+ficatlons l:>elativism is not necessary and 



can' urobablY be e:xcluded in all examples 0 But "lvhere all 

actibns must be justified (pragmatically) with respect to 

their agreement (or lack thereof) vlith the ultimate norms of 

6 

a. particular ethieaI system some relativism seems unavoidable~7 

As Feigl expresses himself: liThe purposes T,vhich may be adduced 

in' vindicating ar!suments for a whole system of moral" norms are 

embodied in the inai vidual interests a.."71.d social' ideals vlhich 

we have come to fpm in response to life experience. 1I8 Thus, 

vlhile admitting some relativism betvleen systems of ethics, 

ultimate criteria for vindicatlon should be available }:[~~h:±11 

any particular system ~vhich '.<Till eliminate the /relati ve nature 

of all but a fevl ethical formulations. 

So far two semantic r~9ferents have been identified for 

ethical justification but the concep~ has yet to be described. 

,As mentioned' above the referent must include considerations of 

a t least" the area of logic or, the vague realm of "actions and 

their consequents l
'. This latter area 9 relating"to the criteria 

for pragmatic justification, is appropriate because moral. con

clusions and ,judgments are often vague or ambiguous. Probably 

the most popular montemporarY'moral probl~m resulting from

this vagueness is' the disputE; regarding the unbridgeable (1) 

gap betl'leen moral, decisions or actions and their meaningful 

7 Ibid., p. 677: 

8Ib i'd., p .. 678; Fei?;l concludes from this that lithe 
perennial dlsputebetween deontological and teleological theor~ 
ies may perhe.ps be settleCl. by the recognition that the former 
are concerned ,.;i th validation, the latter "lvi th vindication-. II 
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description" or ~rescrlption. To some extent the difficulty 

of clearly form~lating valuational statements is traditional, 

but to a degree-contemporary communicative media seem to dis

seminate valuational' formu1ations as if they ·viere supposed to 

be un'clear. 

B~uir~Q_l~ssumDt ions 

I understand hro aS~lUmptions to be necessary for any 

use of ethical justification. The first is that' people can 

be rational abo~t ethical formulations. This is not meant to 

preclude a possible emotional component of so~e degree as rel

evant to ethical formulations. It is meant to require that some 

degree of ratioriaJ:i reflection be involved in formulating"ethi

cal statements; :decisions 1 andjude;ments if they are to be 

susceptible to objective justification~ TheVtotal emotion' 

vie"i'Ts of Stevenson's ilemoti:'tistil' analysis or the extreme case 

of Spinoza IS ilhtiman bondagei!! are meant to be excluded". Neither 

of these ~Noula be susceptible to rational ethical justifica-

t ion~ Nei th'er mere agreement i'V"ith another is ethical point of 

view nor mere identificati"Dn of th'e emotional basis for an" 

agent is action donsti tutes justific'ation ; although ei t.her may 

function as a strong motivation for ethical formulation" or 

action. A criti~al examination of either of the two referents 

of ethical just~ficatioIT requires rational discussion'or argu

ment, both of i'IThiich are beyond mere agreement with someone IS 

emotional preference. This assumption does not claim that 
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people are all'lays rational when making ethical statements, but 

does claim that (at' least" in a cool, reflective moment) some 

rational criteria can be identified ,,\-Thich are directly" rele-

vant to the process of formulation (ho\lTever understood). In 

short, reaSOIT must have been'some part of the process' of ethi-

cal formulation if rational ethical justification is to be app-

1 ieable to' it" I' d,o not f hm-rever, intend to limit the moral 

realm to Droof or justification by cognitive me~hods only, but 

I do intend to liJini t this thl9sis to a discussion of cogni ti ve 

areas of analys is '. 

The second necessary assumption'is the.t ."any use of ethi-

cal justification entails obligation. If this is denied there 

can be no meaningful application of justification to moral for

mulations. This is not to preclude the possibility of a few' 

people who feel no onus attached to their decisions or actions" 

Nor is this to preclude the :phenomenon' of lIul timate disagree-

ment II, a si tuati'on in which :someone ao"jures discussion' and 

simply states that his position or group is superior to yours .. 

Such a ,situation is not ,8..tllenable to justification. In fact, a 

lack of justification'here wilr not show,the other's position" 

incorrect, although other means might. 9 Nor is'the assumption 

meant to preclude the meaninglessness or triviality of judgment 

i.-There the justifipatory criteria are" rej ected' by the agent. 

9For a dispussion, of this point see: Abraham Edel, 
Ethical Judo:ment~, (First Free Press Edition, 1964; London: 
CoiiI~r:},(ac-M:CCla:n: Ltd., 1955), Chapter Three: liThe Spec-tre 
of the Stubborn.' Man II " 



On" the positive side it should be noted that thi~ 

assumptiorr does not (as might be presumed) imply freedom of 

action" or decision, or Imoi:lledge of the consequent .. Someone 

may be obliged to obey certain la"..,8 without having had' a 

9 

voie e in the ir determinat ion. "01' '\Ili t hout knoN'l'edee of the pen-

alty for non-cOJinpliance. Everyone is subject to local custom 

to some degree. I'gnora:tlce of the la'\'l is seldom' a guarantee of 

immuni ty from retribution'. Bimilarly, someone may be avlO.re of 

an oblie;ation to act in a certain manner, for example to de-

fend a friend, b1J:lt be una.blE~ or unltJ"illing to do so for reasons 

of a physical (e.g. too weak) or psychologica~ (e.g. a relevant 

phobia) or physiological (e"g. too shocked) nature. Yet none of 

these factors wo'tlild necessarily-excuse one from obligations • 

. Ti'io other, assumption8 might be admitted on the sugses

tion that there is a connection beti-'leen 103ical form and 

ethics~lO Without judging the appropriateness of this sugges-

t~on I will discuss the two assumptions because th~y raise 

issues of general concern to this thesis. Gellner's primary 

contention (in mY' view), is tha.t: "'\'ihen people act they are 

also prepared to :give res.sons for their actions ll
; and if this 

contention is acoepted; his supporting assumption is also re

quired: ,"JUI actions are based on' a rule or maxim". till Exclud-

laThe assumptions ancl the su~gestion appear in: E. A. 
Gellner, "Ethics and LoSi'c ll

, gOg:~~~.2,Q.r.?:.6r~)_Etllical The~.~x, ed. 
J. Margolis (New'York: Random House, 19 0 , PP. 227-2.0. 

llIb;td., P. 228., 
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i'ng the question of the correctness of Gellnerfs formula

tions (his concern: is not wlth issues directly relevant here) 

I shall' examine them as -possible assumptions of ethical form

ulations. My examination will find Doth lacking as either 

necessary or sufficient assumptions' for ethical justification, 

but both ,-rill sel"ve to raiSE! issues directly relev8...11.t to the 

basis of ethical justification. 

First the supporting' assumption: "All' actions are 

based on a rule or maxim" ~ t,hat is, every action is based on 

some rule or max~m. If this assumption is necessary for jus

tificatibn then the vindication of actions would require 

identification oIt the rule or maxim on 'Ytlhich each action was 

based~ But it is Inot possible to trace every action to its 

originrin an expnessible rule or maxim~ even presuming the 

relations between actions an~d their motivational rules to be 

universal, necessary, and susceptible to' objective descrip

tion. The net result would probably fall short" of the objec

tive expression :ri'equired for the adequate description of such 

certain relation~hips be~ause of non-ethical difficulties, 

e.g. inadequacies of languap.;e, psychological theory, and so 

on. To vindicate actions based on a rule or maxim would re

quire, at the minimum, the J':'ule or maxim to be confirmed or 

c'onfirmable, e.f/;. IlIt is pragmatically correct that lone 

should never checit r." But these objective rules or maxims are 

not yet justifiable. Such a rule might be felt psychologically 

hut not be expreasible in an. objective fashion, e.g. "I'm more 
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comfortable in a moral situRtion of type X
Ul

o Or perhaps such 

a rule might be 0bjective but not confirmable, e.g. III ahlays 

treat others as :r wish to be treated". But again 1 such a rule 

might be objective but not ,justifiable because there is no 

methodological beasis for· decisions, e.g. Hhere one's criteria 

for ethical jfidgment are not suffiCient, by themselves, to 

alloi., a choice between alter-Datives. A'I1 illustration of this 

would be ,.,here plhysiolog1ca.l cr:1, teria are also relevant, e.g. 

an"agent's prediQted body condition if he were to do x or y. 

All" of the above illustrations result in situations 'ltThere the 

rules or maxims 'tjlould be inexpressible or limited or unaccept

able, at least in a meaningful, objective fashion. But I think 

the majority of men would ac:cept the role of such rules or 

maxims in a sense less than necessity if they were recognized 

(named) by the a$ent of the actions e 

This brief 'examination indicates that Gellner as assump- .. · 

tibn 'vTould be uSEpful to, but not necessary for, ethical JUS

tification in gerteral. If this question of necessity is lim

ited to the logidal sense of justification then more weight 

"lOuld be accorded Gellner's assumption. But even' dealing with 

validation the n$cessity of the assumption vTOuld be confirm

B.ble only where the rules ~n' maxims were expressible and this 

requirement irlOuld. severely limit the confirmation of the 

assumption. If the question '01' the necessity of Gellner's 

assumption is lirni ted to thE: pragmatic sense of just ification, 

then even less weight would be accorded the assumption, be-
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cause of the unc~rtain' nature of our "actions and their 

consequents ll
• 

Granting for the sakE~ of discussion that the presence 
, 

of a rule or maxim is a poss:ible (although not a necessary) 

premise for ethical justific:ation, then it must be asked: Is 

a rule or maxim ~ sufficient criterion' for the justification-
I 

of ethical formulations? If justificatibn of ethical formula-

tions can be acc9mplished w"j~tholr~ recognized rules or maxims, 

or if additional : factors arE~ required, the assumption is not

sufficient. Such: "rule-less II! justification might occur if . 

there were some ¢ther basis for justifying actions G Two pos

s ible substitutes for rules or' maxims might be: (1) emotion, 

of a usual or un1!lsual natur€l and (2) intuition; the suggestions 

of the so-called: Emoti vist l::tnd Existentialist. But Gellner him-
I 

I 

self reports that neither·ofthese possibl'e substitutes :1s' 

sufficient: 

• • • nei thel" [th~ Emotlvist nor the Existentialst] really 
vrants to say I that moral' actions ~ . judgments, policies or 
a tti tudes ne¢essarily h8.ve anything to do' with a "Orocess 
or activity ¢alled emotion Qr decision respectively. 1\1b.at 
both have noticed is th~~t those ideas which are classifi
a.ble astrue I or false and for the truth or falsity of which 
accepted criteria exist cannot by themselves constitute 
sufficient exn18nations:; and they rightlY'wish to classify 
the necessary additional factors in terms of the method of 
validating tl11eir truth or appropriateness. But the point 
about these ideas is that t although any particular one (pre
ference II choice, feeling) is alvTaYs selected from a number, 
often a large number, of possible and incompatible alter
natives • • ~ yet there is no method of singling

2
0ut or jus

tifvinl:l: the ¢hoice of that one from the others. I 
v '-" . 

12E •. A. G~llner, 1I1.fa:dms ", Mind., LX (1951),. 390. 
, 

~ I " 
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:Most 'Inormal II emotions (e 9 g. loneliness) are reducible 

to psychological aspects of behavioro
13 More complex emotion 

(e. r~. compassion) is thought to be eventually analyzab1e in a 

similar fashion. If psychology is granted the requisite ad-

vance in theory and express:U:m then the possible substitution 

of emotion as a ~!rule-lesslt criterion is certainly question-

able. Admittedly psychology and the closely allied field df 

physiology have mot yet attained objective expression for such 

motivational bases, but it does seem likely these fields will 

advance to at least this degree. l4 .Avery simple, common 

illustration of this sort of analysis would be any uarticular 

instance of the violent emotion (~alled "hate". Possibly the 

phenomenon was p!1'ecipitated by the choice of words in a con-

versation, or a repeated refusal to converse or explain, or 

some similar ,act:tvity discover'able by psychological analysis. 

Thus emotiondoe~ not appear to be a certain 9 lasting, ru1e

less substitute for Gellner's rules or maxims. 15 This is not 

to claim that an objective T'eduction of emotion 't'li1l remove 

or lessen the rol','e of emotion in vindicating ac.tions; 1rhat-

ever that role m~y be. This is to indicate that~the role of 

13See for 'ex~.mule: Cla,rk E. Moustakas, Loneliness, 
(NeTrT York: Prenti,ce-Hall, 1961) t Chapter Three:-rrConcepts 
of Loneliness", pp. 24-53. ' 

14For example, studies nov,)' being conducted at 
Northvlestern University:s Bio-lVfed,ical 'Engineering Center. 

15B •. Fo_ Sk:inner's behavorist researches lend credence 
to this view of e~entual1y objectifying behavior, as does his 
utopian Waldon T"Vlb; assuming both correct to this extent. 
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emotion in vindicating actions 'tfill eventually be analogous 

to, or the same as, the role now claimed by Gellner's rules 

and maxims. He has certainly indicated the direction, but not 

the position", of ethical analysis .16 

. Intuition suffers thE~ same rejection as a possible 

"rule-lessl! base for justiflcation for the same reason. It 

seems unlikely that intuition (however defined) is related to 

either psychological (memory and imagins,tion) or psysio10gica1 

(proprioceptic) processes in such a manner that it may be ex-

pressed as other than a rule or maxim. Just as emotion is pre

dicted to be eventually reducible to rules and/maxims of be-

havior, so intuition may eVEmtua11y be susceptible to the 

same reduction. 

lW ,over-s 1mp1ified, non-moral example will illustrate 

the sort of reduction I predict to be eventually" applicable to 

the more complex moral situations. The last chapter will give 

more information .. In fancy springboard diving the performer 

must Ilintuit ll or,tlfeel ll his position through the instant 

analysis of proprioceptic information, e.g. skin tension, kin-

esthetic position and pressure, and the IH:::e. There is no 

other proper desd:ription of 'the analysis. HNrever, this is 

not because of the complex nat.ure of the situation (as'would 

presumably be the case with "moral intui tion ll
), but rather 

16This potnt will b~ dealt with further in" the 
last chapter. 



because of the instantaneous nature of the analysis. I be

lieve the same type of analysis will eventually be possible 
I 

15 

for II moral intui "bion II, for E:;xalllple 1trhere someone vlOuld claim 
I 

to lIintuit ll the presence of evil~ This 't'lOuld. seem to be 

merely·a clever"'~xpression for saying that from cognitive 
I 

data (of a usual or unusual sort,) one concludes that the 

atmosphere is "etil". Thus, gra,nted the requisite 8.dvance in 

tec):mique and correlation, physiology may well disslpa:te'."the 

mysterious aura ~f "intui tiontl' 0 

Although the above rejection of emotion and intuition 

as .. rule-less II s~ems somevvha.t ineffectual at. this time, hope-' 

fully this weak ~one is modified by a passing familiarity 

with the histories of psychology and physiology, especially 

the tremendous a<B.vances mad~3 Since the computerization of 

their researches'and the rise of cybernetics. There is now 
I 

such an information lag betl,reen comntetion' of research and 
I • 

its publication, I dispersion:, and interpretation that those 

I immediately ~oncerned w:l th these fields are usually sever-

aI' 
I , 

years behind,present information. Witness the (1965) 

establishment of! The Philosophic Institute for Artificial 

Intellegence by.The Universlty of Notre Dame "to study, con-
I 

structive1y and ~rithout polemic, the interaction betvveen cqm-

puter technology I and varioUEI philosophic conceptions of the 

nature of man. lilT Or witness the editor's comments in The 

-----~----------

17philosomhy and Cybernet~cs, eds. J. Crosson and K. 
M. Sayre TNei'; York: Simon and Schuster, 1968), p. v,ii. 

I 
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Oybernetics hals required that Tde examine ever more care
fully the cri tleria of relevance that govern perception 
and the valuesl that govern acti·on. As these essays make 
abunda."1.tly clear, the ability to organize rationally' 
large-scale t~chnical and social processes has already 
radically changed man's milieu and produc~d a grave 
challenge to many existing institutions.l~ 

16 

The precefling' discussion of Gellner's assumption' 
I 

("all actions are based ona rUlE! or maxim ll
) indicates it is 

not a sufficient premIse for the justification'of ethiaal 
I " 

formulations becaiuse other factors seem directly releV8...11t, 

chiefly lmowledge' of the agent's psychological and physio-
I 

logical condition. Nor does thl9 assu.rnption seem to be neces'-

sary for justificlation at this time. HOVlever, such rules and' 

maxims do seem tOI have an increasingly" important role in vin-

dicating actions land constitute part of the final recommen-
I 

dations of this thesis. PhySio.-psYchologic-:al research does . 

indicate that such rules or maxims will'have a more objective 
I 

role here as they, become more (~lelarly defined, but at present 

their role in'vin~ication is not explicit. 19 

-----------------r---------
l8!he S9 cl§1 Imp~£t of Gyb~rnetics, ed. C.R.Dechert 

(Hevl York: Simon F3-nd Schuster,196~p. vi. 
I 

19 . . 
, For' exam!91e: F.J .Crosson, "Information Theory and 

Phenomenology", eos. Crosson and Sayre, OU. cit., pp .. 99-136; 
referring to a 1954 demonstration that "Gestalt qualities con
stitute redundancjV in'visual stimulation 'and so may be ex
pressed quantitatltvelyll (p.108); and referring to physiol"ogi
cal psychologists I establishing empirical correlations between 
light waves and tp.e experienl~e of' colors (p. 120). 
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Next is Gellner's prlmary contention: tlW'hen people 

act they are also prepared to p;ive reasons for their actions." 

If this is a necessary assumption then ethical' justification 

could not occur without this preparation. This is no~ to 

imply that all d~cisions are moral, nor that all decisions 

having moral consequences are recognized as such at the time 

of the decision. ,Nor is this to challenge that a normally 

reasonable man I,rill never act un:reasonably 0 Most honest men 

recognize that they have sometime acted unreasonably, i.e. 

against (not without) reason. This may be the case even where 

other men, perhaps the majority, might condemn/their (unreason

able) action. Dropping atom bombs on Japa..'l1.ese cities was 

mora'llY "(.;rong, as waS the Ba.,taan' "death marchu , but the 

decisions vlere supported by reasons in each case. In addition, 

some sanction is supplied by common" sense as far as any 

decision requiresi the use of' reason. This is the case even'" 

for the ethicallY trivial example, of b~sing a decisibn'on the 

flip of a coin. Yet such an amoral process may have moral con-

sequences, e.g. i.f the decision to destroy a city is decided' 

in this fashion. 

If it is understood'that this preparation to give 

reaSons shall' include uunconscious preparation"20 and if the 

,20By Ilunconscious prepara't;ion" I mean preparation 
ei ther i'J"i thout present conscious thought about the formu
latibrr and its probable consequents or conscious prepara
tion tOI-Tards expr!ession' of reasons 't'lithout conscious results. 
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preceding examination of the e,ventual infeasibility of "rule -

less Ii just ificat±oYl was cor!'ect, then it would seem tha.t 

actions connot be justified v'li thout the preparation' to give 

reasons for the action"" Perhaps a similar" ethical formulation 

"Tas judged correa-t in a preyious similar situ8.tion and the 

agent has unconsciously gene're.lized to the present situation. 

Or perhaps the agent has experienced a similar situation but 

not yet been" able to express his reactions or motivations in 

terms of reasons. 

Ethical Justification 

I have now prepared the' way for my irrorking definition" 

of ethical justification: (the result of) a method used 

either to validate an ethical claim of knowledge or logic or 

to vindicate actions a.'l1d their consequents. For validation, 

the method will ultimately refer for adjudication to the 

rules of inductive and deduc'ti ve logic. For vindicatibn, the 

method will be determined by practical criteria, chiefly 

through the use of inductive inference. Although the general 

language and the two required assumptions "llll be constant 

for the methods, the particulars and emphases of a given 

method may vary d~pending on variables like the purpose of 

the method and its orientation in. the particuTar ethical 

system, i.e. to describe, judge, or prescribe; and orientated 

teleologically; deontologically, and so on. 
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Ultimately the more universal aspects of the various 

methods will hopefully be emphasized to diminish the relativ-

ism of justification when different ethical systems judge the 

same issue and to allm\]' a. p:r'ogres8ion tm'lard a common ethic. 

The last chapter deals more specifically with these issues, 

and offers a possible program for such a progression. 

, Limitations 

There are two major limitations of ethical justifica

tion. The primary limitation is that the referent must be 

directly concerned I'lith "a matter of principle'>2l This linJi-:-· 

tation arises bec:ause justificatlon requires obligation. If 

there is no onus upon those rejecting accepted SOCial pl;'inci-

'pIes or if no moral principle is involved in a deCiSion, judg

ment, or action (viz. if it is amoral) then justification is 

inapplicable or tiri vial or meaningless. ~vhat one does (or de-

c ides) in such a case is not related to ethical norms, al

though it may be related to social norms, e.g •. non-ethical 

convention. As TOIulmin put it, if no matter of prinCiple is 

involved then tlmOirally speak.ing, there's nothing to choose be

tvleen [tvlO coursels of actionJ so there IS no Vought r about it. 1122 

218 .E .Toulmin, "The LogiC of Moral Reasoning", The 
r40ral Judgment, ~Kl' •. Paul 1;1. Taylor (Net;! York: ~rentice-Hall, 
1963), p. 273. 

22Ibid .• 
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Perhaps other grounds for choice are ava.ilable 9 e. c. "'feel

ings" or lIattitudes II, but these are not rngr8.11:r. describable 0 

i"l.not her lirni ta t ion of' ethical just ificatibn occurs in 

the :i.nadequacies of ex-ore8si.on. ThIs limitation l'1"rl.8 illustrn-

ted ureviously when mention i'[8.S made of the vagueness of the 

realm of actions and their consequents. The unclear procedures 

of ethical investigation as well as the limitations of the 

semantically and syntactically allolvable expressions are often 

a hindrance to the examination of the moral realm. :F";xnressive 

limitation occurs at all levels of investigation. First-order 

ethical statements are conti.nually quest ioned becau.se 01 ... · their 

inherent vagueness (usually blamed on some form of relativism) 

e .g. il1'~at do you mean by 'good I ,?It or because of the failure 

.... i II ... k i btl It t I' 01 express on,. e.g. .L mmv x s ,.;rong, u can e 1 you 

"rhyu. Both these common examples of ethical vagueness origi-

nate in expressive limitation. The dogged persistence of this 

limitation seems due to a si.mple phenomenon: a combination of 

linguistic apathY and careIE!ssness; in Bacon IS terms 1!1dols of 

the Market Place tl
• I am speaking of the carelessness of those 

educated and uneducated in philosophy. For example, most 

people fail to express a need for more than one term refering 

to "good ll or "no l
'·. I characterize this as linguistic apathy 

because situations where ioTe commonly' employ these "I·vords are 

not adequately described by single concepts and it 1-lould seem 

that greater attention to this fact would produce some change. 



Spoken English is replete i'T:Lth simple opposites: "coodlt Dnd 

"had", 1l1ove u and Uhate ia
, "yes" and Uno II , and "right" and 

"'wrong" for example. This, In itself, is not unfortunate 

but in most situations these either-or terms are not adequate

ly expressive of the real nature of the occasion and are 

usually misconstrued as exhausting description. 

At once I fear \ilittgens,teinis (difficult) sort of 

activity may indicate the type of compromise solution avail

able; hut at the same time I havl8 before me Einstein's 

acceptance of a very comulex geometry to obtain a very simple, 

universal physical formulation. This encourages me to dare 

suggest a radical change (of yet uncertain natu~e) needed to 

clarify the English languagEi. Einstein's sort of solution, 

accepting a complex method to attain simple results, would 

seem to be favored"for the following reasons: (1) It would 

offer a solution fairly easi.ly understood by the greater 

number of educated people; (2) It ""ould probably be based on 

the nOIV' familiar psychological and temporal orientations of 

today's educated people; and (3) It would be more objective 

than present methods and hence less susceptible to the effects 

of .criticism from claims of relativism. 



II. THE ETHICAL GENER~,LI:ZATION ARGID1ENT 

This chapter will be first a discussion of the refer

ent of "ethical generalizat:ton tl
, with emphasis upon its three 

primary factors; second, an examination of the premises, of 

ethical generalization; end third, an investigation of the 

limitations of ethical generalization. I hope to achieve two 

goals: to delimit the concept of ethical genera.lization as 

precisely as possible and to indicate present areas of diffi

culty in the analysis of ethical generalization. 

The Referent 

The referent of "eth:i.cal generalization II is a collec-' 

tion of concepts and procedures as divergent as they are in

triguing. To assent to the importance of ethical generaliza

t ion one must grant that mOE~t ethical ste.tements are based on 

ethical judgments. Further, one must grant that ethical gen

eralization is not a new, mysterious type'of generalization 

and not different from "inferential generalization", the pro

cess whereby a statement is obtained by-reasoning from less 

general statements. 'Both processes usually, although not 

necessarily, have logical validity_ That is, either generali

zation could be the concluston of a logical argument or 

might involve a "hunch'! or "guess tt or "intuition" somewhere 

in the process of generalizatlon. Ethical generalization is 

22 
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the usual sort of inference whereby one infers a general 

concept or principle from particulars or whereby one extends 

the application of a concept or procedure and gains a general 

concept or principle from particulars. Ethical generalization 

is merely inferential generalization with ethical subject 

matter. This generalization,- qua process or result, need not 

be logically valid or pragmatically correct. 

The simplest form of ethical generalization is illus

trated by the chi,ld-like questions: tllf they can, why can't 

'tve?u or IIIf they don 't have to, why do we?u. Almost every 

parent or politician realizes that a satisfactory explanation 

of such a query may require at the very least a lengthly ex

planation and morle likely a temporal postponment, both usually 

due to lack of either sufficient vocabulary or understanding. 

More obvious ethical generalizations would be: ttlf it is 

'tvrong to discriminate against this group then it is wrong to 

discriminate against that gr'oup"; or "If violence waS immoral 

in 1955 then itts' immoral.now"; or "If the death penalty is 

wrong for one country then it Vs 't1rrong for all countries"; or 

"If one culture is to be granted ethical autonomy then all 

cultUres should be allowed this same consideration". In these 

examples the three primary factors of ethical generalization 

are more explicit than in the Simple child-like examples. 

First, it is apparent the sp'8aker is generalizing; second, 

the statements are more obviously concerned with value judg-
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ments; third, a complete explica"tion of the statements will 

require consideration of obligation. These three factors are 

£,onditiones sine qua ll.Qg of ethil~al generalization. 

To allow an easier examination of these primary fac

tors a more formal expression of the argument should be con

sidered: If everyone were to do x the consequences would be 

undesirable, therefore no one ought to do x;l or it might 

also be stated in the converse form: The consequences of no 

one doing x would be undesirable, therefore everyone ought 

to do x.2 In these formal expressions the primary factors of 

ethical generalization are most explicit. 

Primary Factors: Generalization 

Although generalization is obviously a necessary con

sti tuent of ethic,al generalization it is not always easy to 

determine the presence or absence of this factor in a par-

ticular example. 'This general problem of expression is ampli

fied here because ethical generalization is also character

ized by a phenomenon I shall call inverse obviousness: the 

lEy lIundesirable ti I refer generally to any consequent 
which \-'lould be url'':lelcome to the majority of the agent f speers J 

"lhether they be of a cultural group,a religious sect, an 
economic class, a leisurely club:, a fraternal organization, 
and so on. Any specific, limiting, qualities assigned to 
itundesirable II ",ould disallow' this general use. 

2These paraphrase M. G. Singer, Generalization in 
Ethics (New' York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1961), p. 4. The apparent 
fallaciousness of these transitions will be discussed in the 
third problem of generalization, p. 27. 
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simpler the ,example, the le8s explicit the generalization. It 

is unlikely, for example, that many people would observe the 

presence of generaliz;ation :i.n the above child-like questions. 

The query itIf they can, w!iy can't we?" seems to be only a 

direct question asking for an explanation of apparent differ

ence in permisSion to engage in some activity. The issue is 

literally between ~theytt and "we VI, not Itthey" and f others 

like them r. But the latter formulation is the ultimate basis 

for the question: whatever Uthey" are allowed should (via gen

eralization) he allow'ed to 'others like them', viz. ttwe". The 

particular reasons which might be given to support this con

clusion 't\Tould differ with th,e situation, but the reasons would 

probably reduce to some exprlsssion of 'equals should be treat

ed as equals r, showing along the way that there 'tiere no sig

nificant differences between "theytl and "we" as concerns this 

permissible action. Here the presence of generalizatlonwas 

masked by the simplicity of the expression .. Only the ful'l 

semant,lcal explication of thE, expreSSion clearly shows gener

alization to be entailed. 

Although most people ~vould probably fail, to note the 

generalization in the child-like example (If they can .. ••• ), 

very few,people would fail to recognize the generalization in 

the formal example (If everyone wlere to do x • • • ) .• 'Whether 

or not a reader aocepted the tr'anl3ition from "if eve:F.fone did" 

to "no one ought to dolt, he Virould at least be aware that the 

formal expression required this tjransitionj the simpler" for-·· 
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mUlations irJ'quld mask this tra."YJ.sition. Inverse obviousness 

becomes a problem of greatel' magnitude when an ethical gen

eralization is more simply formulated. Unfortunately many 

common applications of ethical generalization are expressed 

simply, e"g. uShould I help that accident victim?tI masks Ifif 

no one were to help accident victims the result would be un .... 

deSirable, therefore everyone ought to help acc'ident victims tI • 

The identification of this i.mpli(~it generalization is not 

meant to exhaust the decision-making process of the individ

ual. It is meant to show that ethical generalization is very 

often obscured by simple expresslon. 

, A second problem of generalization is the semantic 

explication of l1 e'thical generalization tl
• Just what does it 

mean to generaliz,e in ethics? ,Does this refer to an attempt 

to identify explicit criteria for ethical generalization, and 

if so, will'these criteria differ markedly from other criteria 

for other sorts olf generalization or other ethical arguments 

(e.g. non-ethical generalization or an argument for the pur

ported ttnaturalistic tl basis for ethics)? Or does "ethical gen

e raliz~tion n refe,r to a certain. simple type of adjudication by 

ordinary understanding3 , after:al1 relevant factors have been 

3By ~iordinary understanding" I mean the ori teria for 
understanding are semantical rather than "formal understand
ing U 1'ihere the criteria are syntactical. Ordinary understand
ing is obt'ained from' the meaning of the 'VlOrds ra.ther than by 
the formal characteristics ~nd arrangements of the symbols of 
expression in abstraction 'from their meaning. 
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ascertained, for example using a criterion of utility? A 

working definition of ethical generalization would be: the 

process of arriving at a reasoned ethical formulation which 

waS based-on formulations of a less-general scope of appli

cation. Not all of the "basic ll formulations need to be ethi-

cal;' but the final decision, a,ctlon, statement, or judgment 

must have ethical consequences. For example, the correlation 

of data about the activities of the members of a political 

organization might precede a rlsasoned judgment that the ac

tivities of this group should be condoned or condemned. The 

final formulat ion;"might be: nlf C~ is a member df q, then he 

s hall- not be allotved' to do f" II This general judgment would 

'be based on' less-general statements about individual members. 

A third problem of gene:ralization is that a meaning

ful application of either th'e formal or the child-like ex

ample requires acceptance of the implicl t tlgeneralizatibn 

,princip.le" if the formulations aI'e not to appear fallac'ious: 

'1'17hat is right (or wrong) fo:!' one person must 'be right (or 

wrong) for any similar person :tn similar c'ircumstances."4 The 

generalization principle funlction.s for ethios analogously to 

the way Vthe principle of thiS uniformity of natur,e' functions 

for arguments about nature. ~rherei we assume natural processes 

will' continue to function as they have in the past unless a 

natural reason should occur :f'OJ:' their disruption. Here ",e 

4' Paraphrase of Singer, 9P .. cit. J Chapter Two. 



assume an analogous situation thl9 moral realm, viz. that 

"1Jfua t is right (or wrong) for one person must be right (or 

wrong) for any similar person in-: relevantly similar circum

stances. liS Unless'- a natural or moral reason is given- to" 

explain an exception" one e::v.:pects natural and moral judgments 

to occur according to "usualu , natural and moral processes, 

i.e. viithin the limits of ttusual ll variation. 6 

The use ofthls principle mediates the formulations of 

the generalization argument. This allows the formulations to 

be justified regardless of their apparent fallaciousness. 

That is, the transition-,from fI,some ti to lIall ll
, from U-ifevery

one 'VTere to do x" to nno one ought to do xn, and from tina 

one doing x" to "everyon-e ought to do x" surely seem falla-

c ious. 

But there is actualy no fallacy involved in the gener
alization argument, though there may be in', particular app
lications of it. For it is not always a fallacy to argue 
from "some il to "a llu t and the belief that it is always 
fallacious is merely a' prejudice arising out of a pre
occupation 'with certain types of statements. It is a fact 
of logic that if any ohe argument of a certain form is 
invalid then all arguments of that form are invalid, and 
t his is the urincinle underlylng the use of counter -
examples. Yet it involves all i.nference from "some l1 to lIal1". 7 

5Ibid., p. 19. 

6The term uusua11t is not defined'as 'this would require 
a particular situation and its gemerality would then be lost. 

7rDid., p. 5. 
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Singer continues to say that t.he inferences in the generali

zation argument are mediated, and therefore qualified, by 

the generalization principle. 

Perhaps it is too sHaple for us to expect 'similar 

conditions to result in simllarevents' in both the natural 

and the ethical realms; perhaps 'W'e are, as Hume suggests, 

more· creatures of habit than we recognize. We expect natural 

processes to continue as before, we expect our sun to 1:)-e 

brilliant and warm rather than, dark and cold, and we expect 

the human body to have certain characteristics. Similarly, 
(' 

'tole expect (emotionally as weill as epistemologically) moral 

proceSses to continue as before, however described or under-

stood. 

One chief difference between the',constancy of natural 

versus moral processes is that one does not feel as knowl

edgeable about mo:ral processes 'I and s9 is less likely to 

recogniz'e any change in the moral,·processes .. ;For:example, 

Peirce r s "pathetiC fallacy": if w'e observe someone crying in' 

a normal (non-ths,atrical) situation we assume the' person' is 

suffering some distress, granting that it may be positive 

(e.g. joy) or negative (e.g. sorl~ow). If we observe someone 

in- a rage we aSsu.rne there is a cause for his unreasonable 

condition, regardless of the normal or abnormal origin of the 

cause. So-called~inormal If people are expected to have so-called 

"normal" reaSons for their act:lvlties, moral or otherwise. 
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Perhaps the motivations for past religious wars would not now 

be sanctioned, but presumably there were rational motivations 

for the participants. If thE~ generalization principle is 

valid we alse assume that if tlhese motivations were judged' 

wreng and unreasonable then any relevantly similar person in 

a relevantly similar situatten.repeating the same decisien 

would also be judged wreng and unreasonable. 

Once the IDositive fOl:'m of the generalizatien principle 

is accepted, the negative form will alse be acceptable: 'What 

is wrong fer ene persen musti be 'wrong fer everyone if there is 

no reason te the ~contrary r • a T'he relevant factor is the judg

ment involved .. Whether the e~X];Jlrei9SioJ:l of this is morally posi

tive er negative dOles not affect the principle: •. 

A further obscurity :1.s in~~luded in the generalization 

principle as stated a.beve. Namely " r ight ft and tlwrong" should 

be understeod to be applied diff~3rently if someone is an agent 
/ 

er a patient. 1rfuen the term . 11 right for lt is used in the gener-

alization pr7-hciple it is to be. llmderstood in the following 

two senses: (1) tilt is right for .. '\. te act in· a certain way if 

and enly if it is right for anyone similar te A te act in 

that way in similar circumstances tl and (2) t~It 1s right fer A 

to be treated in a certain 'Wray if and only if j,t weuld be 

right fer anyone similar to A to be treated in that way in 

-------------------------------------------------------------
8 Ibid., p. 31 • . -
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similar circumstances. 119 If both senses are understood to be 

implied by the generalization principle there should be no 

ambiguity with. respect to the referent of "right forn. 

M additional clarification of a simple, but impor

tant, nature should also be understood here. When attempting 

to give grounds for a moral deciSion or action one must dis

t inguish bet'l<leen a reas on properly called and a II reason II in 

the sense of an explanation,. As Singer paraphrases Sidgwick: 

"A reason' in one case is a reason in all cases--or else it is 

not a reason at all." lO .A proper reason will be a universal 

explanation- serving as a jUEltlfication, not an'/ explanation 

reporting ,a personal basis fo.!' an action; e.g. the d.ifference 

bet''leen "because he was morally irresponsi'!:'le" and tlbecause 

he wore a full' beard". ·Someone may offer a "reason" for an 

eccentricity, say shooting all" white males over sixty who 

wear boots; but this would 'be an' explanation, not a justifi

cation properly called. Thel~e is neither validati'onnor vin

dication in such a case. Or one may believe man has original 

s in because his telephone nElver ,rings. This is ,not merely a 

bad reaSon for belief, it iSi no,' reason; although it may be a 

motive of great strength. 

9Ibid., p. 15. 

10 28" Ibid., p. • 



1m.at might possibly be a fourth problem of generali

zation is intentionally avolded. Assuming that specific 
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criteria may be determined for generalization, the possible 

problem would involve quest:Loning lithe criteria of the cri

teria ". That is, one could quest ion whether the criteria for 

generalization should be based on pleasure, knowledge, verl-

fiabili ty, efficiency, utilt tJ!', or some other consideration. 

This concern could initiate the proliferation of higher ord'er 

considerations, !il.amely "meta.-e:thics u • Met8.-ethics is here 

understood to refer to attempt,s to answer questions "about II 

ethics. For example, if ethtcs: is concerned with ~~What is 

Justice?" then meta-ethics ~rould be concerned with the mean-

ing of (or crite:t'ia for) jU8tice. Possibly s~ill higher order 

considerations w<Duld then PE~ concerned with the meaning of 

(or 'criteria for) the meaning of (or criteria for) jus tic?, 
- . 

and so on;.: Instead o:t' this po~sib,le proliferation of higher 

order questions this thesis wi,ll merely distinguish bet'ween 

Il meta-ethics U (also callied "ethl lcal theo+,y" or "second-orderlt 

ethics) understood to be cO!lc€lrn·ed wfth 10g1cal, . epistemologi-

c-.al, ontologicalj) and, semantical statements of a higher order 

and tiethics II (or "normati ve et hi,C}s If) a first-order investiga

tion of ethical judgment pr()per, i.9. actual,. practical judg

ments of value or obligatio!l. 
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Primary Factors: Valuat ion and Obligation 

The second primary factor of ethical generalization 

(that valuatio,n is necessarily :Lnvolved) will not always be 

obvious .. Explicitly stated: all' ethical generalizations are 

ultimately based on valuational judgments of either a pre

scriptive or descriptive natu:t"'e, viz. judgments of obliga

tion or value .. The primary reason for this is the nature of 

the content of normative ethi(~s. This field is generally 

understood to be concerned ,either with judgments of obliga

tion or judgments of value; that is, concerned with the moral 

assessment of persons, motives, and states of 'affairs (value) 

or the assessment of actionls (obligation). No first-order 

ethical decision~' or action (~arl be prescribed or described 

in a non-valuational manner, l.e. without judgment. Only non

ethical act ions are suscept~Lble of completely non-valuational 

description, e.g. brushing ems fS teeth. Since all' particular 

prescriptions or descriptions are ultimately based on either 

valuation or obligation eve:ry PI"oposition generalized from 

them wil~ retain this characteristic. 

That this is the cas~~ may ber shown by an analysis of 

~ny ethical generalization. ' .... \1'1 exposition of the meaning (as 

d lstinguished from the mere s1;atement) of an ethical generali

zation will require assessmE:mt, in terms of validation or vin

dlcation. This in turn' will rE!quire the component of value or 

'obligation'" (as shown in the first chapter). This 1s an unav01d-
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able feature Qf nQrmative ethics. "ThQU shalt nQt kill" is an 

imperative statement Qf QbviQUS obligatQry generalizatiQn 

which will be assessed in tElrnllS of vindicatiQn when its mean-

ing is fully explained. EVen thQugh these statements them

selves may nQt be valuational lOr QbligatQry, an eXPQsitiQn Qf 

their meaning will eventually require assessment in terms Qf 
, , 

value lOr Qblig,ation. This .11:! dictated by the meaning Qf norma-

tive terms used in first-Qreler' ethical expression. 

Imether reason supperting the cententiQn that all 

ethical generalizatiQns are, ,based en judgments ef value lOr 
/' 

ebligation is provided by gemeralization. To generalize is tQ 

extend either the direction e!",~(~ope ef a prQPQsitien, i.e. 

tQ include a greater number Qf the same type Qf things within 
I 

a class lOr to 'widen the class"boundaries tQ include types 

previQusly excluded~ TQ gene!rali:~e an' ethical prQpesi tiQn is 

to extend an ethical prQPQ's:ttiQn in the same manner, i.e 0 te 
. i ! 

judge additional fermulations and actions "gQod" lOr "bad" by 
, ! 

the same criteria lOr te change the criteria te included for-

mUlations and actions previc1usly excluded I3.s merally irrele-
.~ .. 'I .", ~ . 

vant. 

In- any case, sinc,e the process Qf generalizatiQn merely 

extends (wi thQut etherwise' changing) the type ef statement, 

these extentiQns Qf prQPQsit,iens will' alse be based err ethioal 

Judgment. In SQme instances this requirement will be Qbvious, 

e.g. the fermal statement Qf' eth:i.oal genera.lizatien. Other 



examples might reJ'quire some rephrasing to make this factor· 

explicit. For example, IIX should not be done because there 

is no precedent for such action tl
· probably means "X has not 

(yet) been judged correct or be~eficial or warrented, 

therefore it should not be done'. And this implies that 

'if everyone engaged in unprecedented (i.e. unjudged) 

action the result would be undesirable. And this implies 

that no new (different) behavior is ~esirable. 

Required 1l.ssumptions 

Three assumptions are required if ethic~l general

ization is to be practical. Wherever these are problematic 

ethical generalization will also be problematic. They are 

first, t hat the consequences of everyone's acting in a 

c"ertain fashion iMould be undesirable; second, that simi

larity'of person and situation may be ascertained; and 

third, that an understanding of ethical generalization and 

t he generalization prinCiple requires a sympathetic view of 

"That has been called 'the ciont '6xt,ual basis 'Of ethics'. 11 
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The first assumption concerns the generalization 

argument, the sec!ond concerns 'the generalization principle, 

and the third concerns both. J'udging the correctness of these 

assumptions requires the use of second-order ethics (viz .. 

jUstification) and other relevant; principles of psychology, 

lIThe first two assumptions are dealt wit~ by Singer, 
2.P. cit.,' Chapter Two, pp. 13-:33 •. 
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sociology, anthropology, and the like. Some problems associ

ated with these assumptions will be considered in the follow

ing chapters. ' 

The third assumption is more B.'Emera!.. In brief it is 

the belief tha.t the proper s~djudication of an act a.s right or 

wrong, or a decision as correct or incorrect requires a con-

text. That is, knowledge is required of all relevant external 

and internal circumstances c:ontrlbut'ing to a moral ,decision 

or judgment. As indicated above, this is a necessary factor 

of first-order ethics. If there 'livere !!Q. context', then one 

would be dealing with ethica,l theory. A "genera:l solution" is 

no solution in normative ethics; although this does not deny 

the beneficial role played by theoretical ethical formula

tions. Nor is' this to claim that a specific hypothetical, 

situation is not amenable to a specific hypothetical solution. 

Such procedure is entirely fe~l3ible and in practice is in

voked whenever someone questions a moral solution'with "I 

wonder if I should 0 • 
II 

• G 

Also at this point should be mentioned a related con

tention of this theSiS, that first-order ethical formulations 

are not necessary formulations and necessary formulations are 

not first-order ethical formulations. My chief reaSon for 

this contention 1s the naturle of first-order formulations. 

Actual (as opposed to theoretl(~al) judgments of value or ob

ligation cannot be necessary, because they are not universal. 



Stated in terms of the prev:i.otls distinction between formal 

and ordinary understanding: if a statement is necessary its 

truth is decid(3d by its symbols alone, i.e. its truth is 

determined solely by its syntax; if a statement is contin

gent its truth is dependent on the meanings of its terms. 

Ethical truth is contingent and semantlcal, e.g. the usual 

n~mat do you mean by x?tI whE~re tlxlt is a valuational term 
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such as "bad" or "right". This preclusion of necessity will' 

riot be the case for higher ord.er (theoretical) ethical formu

lations. There may be necess:ity :1.n' some particular higher 
, . 

order criteria used to adjudlicate first-order decisions or 

actions. 

Failure to recognlz&,-' this lack of necessity in first

order ethical propOSitions has been a source of confusion in 

the analysis, as well as in the application, of ethical gen

eralization. This simple distinction seems to be ,ignored or 

unhe,eded in many discussions of ethical propositio~s. Recog

n'1 tion of this distinction might easily enc,ourage the exami~ 
. :. ....... , ,. ,.' 

nation of related methodological premises, e.g o can ~ 

method provide nelcessary or sufflcient criteria for. ethical 

judgment? 

LimitatilQ!1§. 

Are there limits to eth:1.ca.l generalization? If so, are 

the limitations due to ethical factors or due to the process 

of' generalization? And how ml:ty they be identified in either 

r- ..... . 7 ' ~ •• '" 

, " 

, '- I ... : • "', I .. ~ ... ':. \ r. ~ ," .~ ',!, ", • " 
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case? Assuming ethical generalization is limited might it be 

due to the ina~illty of a language to adequately express 

(semant ica11y or syntact ical1y) c,oncepts or relations; or 

might it be due to a deficiency, in quality or quantity, of 

usable information; or might it. be due to lack of adequate 

procedures of justification? If the first, then one is speak

ing of "expressiv'e limitation"; l'ather than the second, tlfact

ual limitation"; or the third; tI~lustificatory limitation ll
• 

All three, types of limitation w'ill be examined because any 

of them may limit ethical generalization. 

Before examining these limitations it should first be 

'mentioned that once again the, possibility of higher order 

difficulties of applicability arlse, namely, how does one 

determine the criteria for limitation? This possible cons,id

eration is beyond the immediate c~oncern ,of this thesis so 

the possible difficulties are excluded. In addition to this 
, ,' .. 

reason for excluding such - a ~:i,engthy'~ regression to continual

ly higher order oriteria I might also add the practical con

sideration that eventually the rulalysis must proceed. Second 

order investigation' af cl"'iteiria is at least interesting and 

often exciting, but this is not the entire realm of ethics. 

There is more to ethics than the (nece~sary) study of the 

logic and language of moral criticism. 

Expressive limitation is i:l:OmmOn- in English communica

t ion .. The semantical terms 8t.nd syntactical rules are often 



unclea.r,. severely limiting our unambiguous transmission of 

knowledge. 11e often ha.ve information which cannot be pro-
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perly or efficiently conveyed in a language. This type of 

limitation is especially Severe for the process of generali

zation, chiefly where terms of value are involved. For ex

ample, the semant,ieal ambiguity of Itgood tl has always been 

notorious. Otheroceurances ar'9 IIbest", "right ", "beautiful It, 

or when one attempts to ·be spe1cific about concepts or rela

tions of value, e.g. "Does 'can' imply 'ought '1" or "What ls 

the meaning of I justice '1ft In' addition there has recently 
(' 

been some dispute concerning whether there is an unbridge-

able logical hiatus between statements of fact and statements 

of -wa1:ue.. 

Expressive limitation i:9 not exolusive to traditional 

philosophical subjects as anyone can attest who has made an 

effort to express his thoughts on "love" or "hate" or the 

relation between the two; not to mention. mystical or theolog

ical concepts. Hopefully suffilcient improvement in methods' of 

ethical investigation, includillg vocabulary, will' parallel 

the predicted improvement in mlethods of expression. At the 

present English i:s not a· sa.tisfac~tory medium for unambigious 

expression of valuation. In short, B'acon's Idol of the 

Market Place is especially appliclable to English valuational. 

words and, in turn, ethical geltlel"aliza.tiona. Although'the 

degree of ambiguity will va~y :1"01" specific concepts and 



relations, at the present all valuational terms seem affect

ed to some extent. This would therefore he one area where 

further, attention is requir1ed:, especially for the more sub

jective or emotional concepts and relations. 

Factual limitation affects different kinds, of general

ization differently. Usually 1;hi8 limitation'is observed in 

the inadequate accumulation of empirical data. These are data 

which might provide an empiJric:al basis for generalization if 

they could be accumulated in slignificant and pertinent 

amounts. Generalization of e!c:1.entifio formulations, in most 
,.-

instances .. will' be less a.ffE~cted by this limitation because 

s'ignificant scientific data oan be more easily aocumulated. 

This is probably due to the different attitudes toward the 

types of investigation. Acot:lmula·~ion of scientific data pro

ceeds at an exponential paoEI while empirica.l investigation 

of ethics tsjust beginning with the newly recognized 

analogies (Via cybernetics) betw~~en machine systems control 

and human systems control. Xet repeated failure to collect 

empirioal, data for scientifi,c, investigation is not viewed 

with the same dis'couraged attitu(le that failure incurs in 

the attempted collection, of empirical data for ethical 

investigation. For example, the J:'ecent quest for oertain 

predicted high energy nuclear 'particles was continued through 

many months of failure without dlminished optimism, while 

various attempts at p.rogrammed human learning bring dis-



paraging comments like "how inhuman" or "ridiculous" or 

tlwhat a waste". The crippling difference is not so much the 

results but rather the atti1~ude. Bona fide empirical research 

is praised while' less certa:ln ll less explicit realms of inves

tigation, viz. ethics, are (~autiously examined with' a 

cri tical eye. 

For both the scientific: and the ethical fields this 

limitation occurs where one may " have some usable information 

but not a suffic ient quantity, or where one may have a great 

quantity of info'rmation whic~h is of an unusable quality, or 

where one may be unable to e>btailn any meaningful informati'on. 

In any of these situations the resultant ethical formulations 

could not be empirically supporttsd nor could a conclusive 

generalization be made because there would not be aSsurance 

of a certain (or even probable) basis for decision 0 For 

example, one may suspect a c:el"'tain psychological disposition 

to be the chief motivation for' mtsmbership in a certain group 

(sa.y as mea.sured on the F (f'acis~!;) sC'ale), but enough usable 

da.ta cannot be obtained to make .9. significant generalization. 

Or perhaps there is a sufficient quantity of information but 

i:t is unusable; that ls, it is suspect, iS,not cons1stent, 

nor of. regular variation o 

At the present, factual 1:imitation is adversely affect-
. I 

ing ethical inves'tigation. ~,s I 11naerstand the situation this 

1s chiefly due to the legacy of the logical positivists and 
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their early attempts to cla:r'ij~y the ultimate empirical basis 

of ethics. To date the effe~~t of' this activity has been 

chiefly negative~ but it hal3 c~atalyzed a more thorough exam

ins.tion of language. But th~3re is a danger in becoming too 

thorough. Language is perhaps our most useful communicative 

tool, but emphasis on lingu:1.stic research must be balanced 

by other aspects of ethical formulation. My view here is 

identical with that express~9d by Edel: "Important as the 

study of language and the analysis of linguistic uses 

undoubtedly 1s, 'in the last analysis language is servant not 

master, and men's conceptions of fact and men's actual 

valuations call the tune .. "12 

Justificatory limitaiacm may occur in either of two . . 

ways. First, there may not be sufficient, qr any, supporting 

reasons (logical or practic~~l)i for generalization, Second, 

"t here may be reaSons which ~a.re neither sufficient nor neces-

s ary in a relevant fashion $ In either of these instances 

generalizat ion is limited fc)r lack of adequate just ificat ion. 

For example, one may wish t() ~Iustify the actions of a specific 

group of individuals engaged in some activity not condoned by 

the majority of their socie1~y but which, it is claimed, has 

an ultimate ethiG}al benefit;; perhaps a needed change in 

SOCietal attitude. Very likE~ly the group would justify their 

-------------------------------,------------------------------
l2Edel , OPt cit., p. 84. 
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actions by some reasons. But just as likely, if they are in 

a minority, these p~oferred reasons will either not be 

accepted as 103ioal (the projected end is rejected on logical 

grounds) or they will not be judged practical (the projected 

end is rejected as impracti1cal). Further, the reasons given 

by the group to justify the:1r actions may not be accepted as 

sufficient (e.g. the group has some, but not enough, ration

ale for their activities) 0;[" llecessa:,ry (e.g. the present 

social order may be changed through more usual, less radical, 

means) • 
(' 

Justificatory limitation prevents confident generali-

zation by indicating a lack of suffici.ent and necessary 

procedures for validation a!ld vindication. It is chiefly in 

this area of limitation -cha1; the recommendations of the final 

chapter will hopefully have their greatest effect. 



III. ETHICAL JUSTIFICA~~ION AND THE ETHICAL ' 

GENERALIZATION ARGUMENT 

This chapter examines t;he application of justification 

to particular ethical generalizations considered as both 

seoond-order hypotheses arid abstraotions and as first-order 

decisions. This w1l1 expose the full nature of ethical 

generalization as well as the stJ~engths and weaknesses of 

attempting to justify this form of e'thical argument. Ii do 
/ 

not intend to solve all the difflcultles whioh this analy-

sis might expose. I do expect tC) looate the major theor.et

ical and practical difficulties ()f justifying ethical gen-

. eralization. The final cha.pte:r i'iTill suggest methodological 

boundaries and directions for the~ analytical pursuit of 

ethical generalization. 

My reasons for separa'ting the examinations of the 

theoretical and the practical formulations of ethical gen

eralization are as follows. Flrst, I understand the dis-

tinctions between first-order and second-order considera-

tions of any ethical formula1~lon to be requisite for greater 

clarity of analytical though1;. Second, I believe this dis-

tinction will al10w greater pretcision of expression and. 

hence more competent criticism of ethical formulations and 

a more meaningful synthes1s. 'I'hi:rd, I am convinced this 

44 
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distinction is, in most cases, real and no~mal--not a 

sophism. 

One simple question will unite the first two chaptersl 

Can ethical generalizations be justified? To answer this, 

more explicit questions become immediately relevant: May 

hypothetical formulations, or abstracted formulations, or 

practical formulations of ethical generalization be justi

fied; and if so, under what ,conditions? What kind and 

'quantity of information is r ,equlred to justify (or, demon

strate' lack of justification fc:>r) an ethical generalization? 

Can an object1ve distinction be made between those ethical 

generalizations which are jUistlfiable and ,those which are 

not? 

To answer these quest:i.ons I shall f1rst examine the 

two theoretical and then the pract1cal, formulations of 

ethical generalization. ThilS procedure will 1dentify the 

relevant cri ter1a for the jUlstlfica tion of theoretical 

ethical generalizations befolr:e proceeding to the more com-

plex question of identifying the criteria for justifying 

practlca'l ethical generaliza1~1(ms. The following exami-

nation "[I-li11 first determine ~lf theoretical ethical gener-

alizations can be 'proven' 111 the sense of "being in accord 

wi th the rules of deductive ~ancl inductive inference." The'n 

the exam1nation will determine if practical ethical gener

alizations can be • shown COrll:'e'c~t' in the' pragmatio sense. 



The formal expressions of the generalization 

argument were as follows, (pos1t;1ve) "If everyone were to 

do x the consequences would be w1desirable, therefore no 

one ought to do x"; and (negatlv~~) uThe consequences of no 
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one doing :x: l'lould be undesirable.. therefore everyone ought 

to do x. n The task is now t.o determine. if these may be 

validated if interpreted as theoretical formulations. This 

will require four examinations bE~cause I have distinguished 

a posi ti va and a naga ti ve sense ()f both hypothetical ethical 

formulations (created without reference to actual, practical 

generalizations). I will try ·to isolate and examine any 

differences in the justificatory procedure for the four 

expressions. The,se will be expre~ssed. as differences a.mong 

'these four expressions in thei:!:' "'agreement with the rules 

of deductive and inductive i:nf~;re~ncen .(the meaning of 

"validation" given earlier). 

Justification of Theoretical Ethical Generalizations 

Assuming the possibil:1 ty clf differences in the 

justificatory procedure for the four expressions I will now 

examine the primary question of the chapter. Can theoret

ical ethiCal generalization lbe jU.stified? Phrased more· 

explic1 tly. are the theoret11~al formulat1ons of eth1cal. 

genera11zation. in accord with. i:~he rules of deducti va and 

induc.t.1.v.e . inference ? And .fu:lt:"ther. will this accord or 

lack .ot: .. accord be. the same if t;he .theoretical formulation 



is considered hypothetical or practical? These questions 

are answered by e,xamining. each ot the four possible theo

ret1cal formula ti.ons. 

I will start with the positive sense of the theo-

retical ethical g~eneralization presumed to have be.en 

i3,bstracted, from practical ethilcaJ. generalizations, The 

statement is I "If ·everyone~le:re to do x the consequences 

would be undesirable, therefor~::l no one ought to do' x. n, The 

inferences in this formulation are two: (1) "undesirable 

consequences" are inferable :from "everyone doing x" and (2) 
r 

"no one ought" is inferable :from the "undesirable conse-

quences" • 

These positive. theoret;i(~al abstractions. may be val

idated by the rules of infer~:m(~e, But ethical generali-

zations interpreted in this manner are like conclusions 

which Can be shown to be val~ld or 1nvalid. but which Can-

not be shown 'j:;o be true. orf!alse. Because these general

izations are abstracted from 01;her ethical formulations 

~f a less-general nature the validity of the transition 

may be judged with the propeJI:' logical rules and "justified" 

(shown valid) or not. But- it :ts not the content of the 

general1zation whioh is then justified, but only the tran

s1 tlon, If the symbols. are 1;rsmsla.ted correotly from the 

less- to the more-general st~~teme:nt then the statement is 

"justified", For example, if partioular generalizations 
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claimed various types of undesirable consequences .to be 

entailed by some collective acticm then one could cor-

rectly infer from these a more general statement about the 

undesirable consequent of the 19.ction. But although no 

logica.l error is incurred therlB 'toITould be no assurance of 

the actual. (pragmatic) correctness of the inference 

because the conclU.sion would be cmly tis "correct" as the 

particular statements. 

The second inference (llno one ought" from "un

desirable consequences") cannot 'be validated in the pos
r' 

i tive theoretical abstractiolt:l ~al t;hough it is subject to 

the logical rules.. ~en when i~he: inference is considered 

an abstraction from other pa:t"tlcu~lar g~neralizations it 

cannot be validated because lof the hypothetical nature of 

the premise 0 The pa.rticular :statements which form the basis 

of the abstracted expression repo,rt only "If everyone does 

x the consequences are undes:1.rable 0" It is not valid to in

fer from this abstraction thl9 1;heoretlcal prescription that 

"no one ought". Perhaps addit:icmal information would allow 

such a prescription to be validated, e.g. where "everyone 

doing :xlt Was known to be fac1~"Wl..l. But very likely factors 

additional to "everyone doing x" would be're1evant to the 

production of the undesirablE9' (~onsequences, e.g. where the 

undesirable consequences would only occur in a specific 

environment. Assurance that ~llJ. known relevant factors had 
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been expressed would have to precede validation. (e.g. the 

environmental condition) ancl s.lthough this procedure l'lould 

seem feasible there is no mE~thod available which will pro-

vide this assurance for thls transition. A prescriptive 

obligation (e.g. "no. one ought;fI) may indeed be correlated 
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with judg~ents of value (e.g. "undesirable consequences") 

but there is no method available to justify such a correla

tion. The recommendations of the last chapter of this thesis 

recommend a type of analysis t;o. Ideal, in part, with this 

ditficul ty. It "$<Jould thus b~~ 9.n over-simplifics. tion to 
• I' 

infer "no one ought" from just. a prior judgement of "un_ 

desirable consequences*' without :factual correlations. 

I now turn to the posit.! vie hypothetical sense of 

theoretical ethical justitlc~atioltl. This expression has the 

same external form as the previous example, but 1s consid

ered .to be 'mere theory'; nc)t an abstraction from practical 

generalizations, but the imaginative type of formulation 

produced to answer a hypoth-E~t1.cal problem. Here neither 

inference from the statemen1; clan be either validated or 

invalidated. Both inferel'l.Ce~~ would be merely hypothetical. 

It would be assumed that thE~ undesirable consequences were 

inferable from "everyone doj.ng x" and it would· be assumed 

"1'10 one ought" WaS interablE~ frollIl the "undesirable conse-

quences fl
• Logic would not bE! l"el,evant as a basls for justl-

tying this type of generall:2:atioltl. although lt would surely 

be employed in formulating t;he g4aneralizatlons. 



With the purely (or merely) hypothetical generalizations 

justification (and hence loglc) is not an issue., The pur

pose of this type of generallzation is, strictly speaking, 

to, suggest or recommend' or eJlt8,mine mora.l behavior which is 

admittedly only probable or predicted. The purpose of the 

hypothetical ethical generallzations is not to provide an 

"educated moral guess ft nor t(:> l.ndicate a 'moral preferance 

1n my view', More direct ways are available to the honest 

moralist for such "suggestiorls'IJ. 

The surprising elemen;; here :1,8 not the irrelevance 

of the justifying logic but t;he! failure to recognize this 

irrelevance. Whenever a posi t.i V'e hypothet1cal ethical gen. 

erallzation is made' there is nOI 'i:ntention to valldate--the 

author is merely expressing S~ possible resolution of an 

ethical situation. The same pro,bl'em of verifying correla

tions mentioned just above. a~ls:o ,exists here but to a 

greater degree a This expressj.on o:f mere possibility, with

out correlation to factual e~rents allows the formulat1on 
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of an ethical generalization with a correct form and ridic

ulous prescription, e.g. If all mien married only after their 

fiftieth birthday then the pe~ro,en·tage of young, people, would' 

be greatly diminished, therefore lrlO one should marry after 

his fiftieth birthday. This a~lso I~CCOunts for "pseudo

genera11za tions f. which appeal' to be generaliza tion,s chiefly 

because of their lIIif • • 0 then • • • therefore-, form. How-

, McMASTER UNIVERSITY L1SRAR'i 
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ever, these are actually just prescriptions masked to 

appear as generalizations presumably to gain a facade of 

universality. Examples are: e~If all guns are outlawed only 

outlaws 1'lill have guns, there:for,e no guns should be outlawed 11 

or nIf no teen-agers are gi~ren information on sexual be

havior they will not be aware of the consequences of their 

behavior, theref(J)re all teen-agers should be given such in

formation." 

The negative theore'j:;:tcal formulations of ethical gen .... 

eralization may now be analyzed together. The formal expres

sion was: "If no one were to do x the consequences would be 

undesirable, therefore everyon.e ;should do x." The inferences 

to be examined in. this formula.til::>n are: (1) "undesirable 

consequences" ar$ inferra.ble~ from. rOno one doing x" and (2) 

"everyone should do XU is inferablEk from the "undesirable 

consequences". BQth these inferences have the same logical 

relations as their positive coun'terparts. That is p the first 

inference may be validated (although not assured of correct

ness); the second inference is: n,ot subject to validation. 

If the negative general1zlations are considered as 

abstractions the first inferen.ce 1s as valid or invalid as 

the particular genera11zaticms: f:x:-om which it is abstracted. 

For instance, where (1) ~o1f cltl:zens do not enforce their 

laws the situatiCl>n 1s undeslra,bl~;:" and (2) "if law enforce-

,'" 



ment agencies do not enforce: the laws the situation is un

desirable" and (3) Hif child.ren do not enforce the laws 

the situat10n is undes1rablel" allows, the genera11zation "11' 
. -

no one enforces laws the sit:ua.t1(m is undes1rable. If ,;[,h18 
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genera11zation 1s valid 11' s.ll the particular formulations 

are valid and if no relevant, cau:se is excluded; but it is 

invalid if the particular pa,rts are invalid or 11' a relevant 

-cause is not included. 

If the generalization, 1s a. negative abstract gener

alization the sec!ond inference is log1cally valid; as in 
( 

the positive abst'ract generali,zat;lon. Both of the negative 

abstract inferencles will be le,gs susceptible 01' validation 

than the similar ,inferences in the partlcular formulations 

because ,in the particular form1ll1B~t10ns one can examine, the 

empirical (pragmatic) results 1::>1:- their absence. Similarly, 

if the generalization isa hYPI::>thetical theoretical' gen

eralization then logical inferl9nc~e must once, again be judged 

to be inapplicable. Neither "illference" is meant in a, logical 

sense in these generalizations .. 'l~heir simple. logical

sounding forms unintent10nally create, the aura of validity 

for the average man, much as a pClli tician's emphasized speak

ing creates a.n a.uraof autho:ri1~y.For example, "If no one 

were ,to help lower income ci'ty •• dwellers they would eventually 

affect the entire city (via ~il~sea,se.' riots" strikes, and the 
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like), therefore everyone should help these people," I think 

it 1s obvious this is, an, oye:r-slmpli:('ication at best and 

an illogical inference at least~ 

Differences between t:hese four expressions and their 

accord or lack of accord, w1.th' the inferential rules have now 

been shown. Such differences: of 'accord would have seemed pre

cluded because of the stabi11 ty <:)f the rules of inference. 

It would have seemed the foulr theoretical formulations all 

should have agreed or not agreed ~ ~ with these rules 

(however under~tood), This c:olle(~tive judgment 1s ,erroneous 

because of differences in the or~Lglns of the two types of 

formulations. If the origin of the formal expresslonsof· the 
. . 

generaliza.tion argument 1s c:onstJ~ued as hypothetical then 

the question of the accord 't'iri th 1~he rules will be viewed 

chiefly as a syntactl,cal act;i vi ty .. i. e. d.o the words (symbols) 

accord with the :1:nferentlal rulels? However, if the origin of 

the formal expression of, thel generalization argument 1s con

strued to be abstraction frc~m actual ethical formulations 

then the question of' the acc~ord Till th the rules will be viewed 

as a semantical a.cti vi ty. i. e. d~:::>es the meaning accord with 

the inferential rules? These~ differences will exist for both 

the positive and negative fClrmullations of· each of the two 

intex-pretatlons of the, forms~l expression. 

There is certainly a poss:i.bi~ity of different answers 



to the quest10n of just1fying'these theoret1cal expressions 

depending on the interpretations given the function of the 

ruJ.es--adequa te e!xpre'ss10n of sytic(bolization or meaning. 
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Some statements will be subject 1;0. syntactica.l, but not se

mantical accord. e.g. moral str1(~tures poetically expressed. 

Other statements will be subject to semantical but not syn-

tact1cal accord, e.g. a cartoo:n ()r pun based on some moral 

principle. 

Another reason supporting the poss1bility of different 

judgments of acco:rd is tha.t rules of inference require 1n-
r 

terpreta tion and are subject tlO clisagreement. viz. the ques-

tion of the necesls1 ty of the rule of the excluded middle. 

In view of these chal,lenges to the traditional interpretations 

of the rules of inference 1 t i:s' not unrealistic to recognize 

the possibility of differences itl the judgments .of the ques

tion of accord be'tween the 1nferentia,l rules. and an ethical 

generalization. 

Justification of Practical Ethical Generalizations 

I now turn to 'the more complex quest10n of, the 

just1fication of actual, pract:1.cal formula.t1ons of ethical 

generalizations. 'This requires the examination of criteria 

different from those used to e"valuate the theoretical for-

mulations. The qUiest10n is now whether practical ethical 

general,izations may be vindica,:teol or' • shown correct'. The 

cri teria are no l:onger' rules of :tnference, but are now 



"intentions or purposes and, empirical knowledge about ends-

,means relations", that is, the wide area of planned actions 

and their actual ,consequents. :Sec~ause of this difference in 

criteria the method of justif11cation for practical ethical 

generalizations liS quite different from the justlf'ication 

of theoretical ethical general:1zEl~t1ons .. The cr1 teria for 

vindication are partly more 'vaguE~ and partly more certa1n 

than the criteria of ,validat1on. The certainty is in the 
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reference to "empQ.rical. or p:ra(~t1.cal knowledg~" and the 

vagueness appears in the D'in'tellt1.ons and purposes" 0 Yet these 
\ / 

criteria of vindication, wha'te:ver their difficulties', will be 

suited to 'the' justification lOt' pl"act~cal generalizations. In 

addi tion, the cr1'ceria for v:i.nd~cation avoid a possible over

emphasis of symbolic e:xpress:1.~n which might result from using 

the log1cal criteria. 

To begin the practical E~thical generalizations: If 

every capable person were to'procreate,the results would 

be undesirable (in terms of population)', therefore no orie 
, 'I •. 

should procr'eate. Her~ the f:lrst part of th~ generalization 

is only, a matter of c<;lrrelat:1.ng birth al'ld fatality rates 

with practical consequents .. If the population were increased 

greatly there should be lncrtsased. food, housing, and thei'like 

in order to maintain l'ife at the same level. If everyone who 

is capable were to procreate wlth:the J.>red.icted,results, 

there would arise the 'undesi:lrable situation Of overpopulation.' 



Thus the cri taria are' able 1;0 vindicate (show correct) the 

first part of the generalizat1,on. 

However, the prescript1,on cannot be, shawn correct 

for two reasons. First. the practical considerations show 

it would lead not only to the ret;ardatlon' of a population 

explosion, but to the extlnct;10,n tot the population. This is 

rather obvious from the furt;her application of the same 

criteria. It is a matter of empil~lcal fact that if no new 

births occur and deaths cont,lnue" the eventual result is 
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extinctl,on. Second, a loglca,1 cO,llsideration is relevant here. 
,/ 

As mentioned in Chapter Two (p. ~~8) it may be fallacious to 

argue from "ever;1one were to do J=" to "no one ought to do x". 

The generalize. tio~ principle must; hold true if the falla

ciousness is to be avoided~ In the theoretical generaliza

tions this is pos!slble. In these practical generalizations 

the principle cannot be assumeji; it must be' pragmatically 

justified for each general1zat1on. 

This approach is requirj~d to vin!iicate any practical 

ethical generalization. -The 'preceldlng exa:mple was analyzed 

wi thout- resort to the more v~agl1e criteria of "intentions 

and purp,?ses"o But a more complex example should be analyzed. 

"If everyone were to take thje law' in their own hands the 

situation would be undesirable, therefore no one should take 

the law into their own, hands,." This gez;eraliz~tion is not 
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". 
justifiable using' the cri terf2~ gl ven; ,First ~ the general-

izat10n principle would not be pragmatically justified (as 

Edel shows, for another purpose ~ in the quote, on the bottom 

of page 76) i There, can be nc). Ul"l1'versal judgment for this 

generaliza.tion. Thus the generalization is logically fal'la

cious. Second, the :vintenticmsn motivating the lawless action 

would be the same ;;intentions Vl' motivating the lawful action, 

namely livlngan ordered (oJ:' perhaps HThe Best") life. This 

1s a probable motivating in1;ention not; only for the law-

abiding citizen 'but for the criminal as well. Both wish an 

existence where they are prc)te1ct,ed from the malevolen'c desires of 

others and where., they may gratify their desires. Because of 

customs and laws certain a~1;empts to satisfy intentions are 
I 

not acceptable wi thin a gi vem society. Thus a c1 tlzen must 

protect his private property j.n a manner which does not in-
I 

fringe on the legal rights (~f others ~ even if the others are 

engaged in crim1nal activity. Not even the first part of this 
I 

generalization can be vindlcated. More specifically there, 
I 

could easily be $. conflict l:>etween personal and public interest 

in the matter of. taking the 1at,..1 into one's own hands.. If the 

action was done by a group, e.g. Vigilantes, the analysis 

becomes even more complex. In some countries citizens are 

encouraged to detain or "arrest tr a criminal suspect while 

other countr;iesol.iscourage pri,vate citizens. from helping law 



officers. But there is no ws.y to show correct the judgment 

that an undesirable situation 'would result from everyone 

taking the law into their own hands. If those doing so were 

responsible members; of a soci~ty acting in the interest of 

the society the result might be beneficial, say where a 

group of citizens decide to censor area publications on the 

basis of qualityo But this same attitude presumably allowed 

the "justiflcatian~ for genooide in Hltleros regime. The 
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cri teria of 0 intelntions and purpc)ses and knowledge about ends

means relations 0 are not specl:fic~ enough to vindicate the 

first portion of this example. These few examples indicate 

the complex analysis required to be clear about .uintentions 

and purposes" II The final chapt,sr illustrates thls'''~'li th an 

example of Skinnelr II s complex analysis .of a simple verbal 

request (pp. 83 & 84)~ 

The same lack of vind1cat:i.on would affect the pre

scriptive portion of the general:i.zation. It is easy enough 
I 

to imagine a prac1tical situatilDn where censorship '1s a "lesser 

eviln, say where there 1s a danger of inciting to riot. 

The cr1 ter!ia of "intentions or purposes and empirical 

or practical know!ledge about el~ds-means rela.tions" cannot 

vindicate either part of this ethical generallzationo There' 

are too many possiible consequents: which might result from 

everyone censoring at will. 'Toc) many unspecified factors 

would be relevant, and preven't (~hQiosing one as the most likely 
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consequent. And, as the most likely result is not ascertain

able, there is no possibility of vindication for either 

port10n of the genera11zati<:m. 

It 1s interesting to note that a more extreme illus

tl"atibnm1ght be vindicated by the cr1teria--say cheating 

one's government of tax money due it. Inth1s situation the 

first' part of the generaliz~i.tlon could be vindicated ("if 

everyone were to cheat the goyernment of finances due it the 

si tuation would be undesiral)le."), but not the prescription 

("therefore everyone should deisist from cheating the gov-
,~ 

'ernment of 1 ts funds"). It j~s obvlous that a government re-

quires funds for its operat:torJlS land if it does not receive 

these funds an undesirable ~~it,uation would result from the 

inability of the government tal' p,erform its functions. But 

this will not vindicate the pres,cription for' all individuals. 

e.g. the bizarre case of'an'individual who viewed his tax 

evasion as providing emploYDlent for menta locate, and pros-

ecute his evasion~ 

A negative practical gEmerallzation whioh, is unjust

ifiable ,should also bepresemt,ed to allow an examination of 

the failure of tl:Qe criteria tal vindicate some genera11zations 

of this type. This presentat~ioln 1will also allow,a comparison, 

of the failures of the posit;ive land negative expressions in 

order to, note any problems due, tlO the--positive or negative 

character of the generallzat;io,n. Po,r example, INIf no one 
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were to make la1'1"8 the s1 tua tion would be undesirable, 

therefore everyone ought to make laws. ia 

The first portion of this generalization would be 

justifiable by applying the criteria of C~intentions and 

purposes;;. The' intent of mak:ing ]Laws is to provide order 

within a society and this is the usual result of making 

laws. But it 1s not justifiable to conclude that everyone 

ought to make lawis. Our knowledge of ends-means relations 

shows that a smal:l percenta.ge of a societies a population 1s 

sufficient to make adequate lal~s for that SOCiety. However, 

it is clear the ciriteria cannot 1.dentify lOr ,predict the exact 

percentage of the population nece~ssary to make laws and in 

this sense the cr1 teria' are 11m1 t:ed. But although the cri-

teria of vlndicat:ion are not ad.equate for prescribing the 

exact degree lOr ptr:'oportion o:r lpercentage of some act1 vi ty 
I 

they are often adequate to d,etermine some practical limits 

(in the above illustration tha1~ far less than the entire 
I 

population was required ,to Iru!ake laws). 

This failUre of exact prediction on the part of the 

criteria due to lack of sufflclent information is to be 

expected in most negative practical ethical generalizations. 

Positive practical ethical g<~neralizations will also be sub-

ject to this lack of exact prediction. This 1s because 

ethical action entails judgmE~nt by a. specific ethical system 
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(else it would not be ethlca;h or unethica.l action). Further, 

this judgment will usually l:nvol-v'e criteria which (except 

for certain fundamental rules or maxims) are not exact but 

which are more like proporti,on:s. For example. with respect. to 

a given mode of behavior (e.I~.· the agent obtaining what is 

not his) there is a continuum of means for this "obtaining" 

which vary from "honest to d:1.shonest" or "legal to illegal". 

Although a given method of "lob1;alning" may be. judged, after 

the fact, to b.e i'honest" or "'legal ~. there cannot be exact 

prediction of these 'judgment:s for the. a.gent. 

tiWeaknesses i
• or Llmltatlonj~ c~Vlndicating Criteria 

Several weaknesses of·the criteria for vindication. 

appear in these brief analysE~se The major types have been 

identified; more eomplex analyses would 1dentify only more 

complex combinatiti>ns of· thesE~ weaknesses. 

First, a. major weakne~~s for the theoretical form

ulations was observed' in the (posit.ive and negative) ab

stracted generalizat10ns in t;hat ,only the transi tlon (to 

: the more general formulation) c,ould be justified. The 

inferential rules cannot be tlsed: -co analyze the correct

ness of the generalization It;self. 

For the pra.ctical formulat:lons the first weakness 

of the criteriawa.s that the presl:rlbed results of a. gen

eral1z;at1on may be exceeded by fU:lt."ther extension of' the 



sa.me criterion (e.g. ovel'·po:~:)Ulation). That is, application 

of the criterion (viz. people to food retio) will appear 

to vindicate the genera.lization up to a pOint, but further' 

applica.tion of the same cri1;erion may show the prescription 

to be' incorrect '. 

The second ltreakness of the criteria for the prac

tical formulatiorts "'''as the possibility that the specific 

c-riterion might have a dual function ei-ther to sho'll! the 

prescription correct or to Elhow it incorrect. 
. .' 

A'third weakness was that the situation might he 

too co~pl,ex for c'lear analysiis. Either a speci:r.ic c'riterion 

could not be identified or t,OO many c-riteria might be iden

tified, with no way to choose the most fitting one. This 

would' probably 1:)-e partly due' to prohlems of relativism, 
, . 

especially 'where 'two or more viel'lS of justification 8eem 

feasible. 
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A fourth v'l'eakness is that the criteria, may adjudicate 

the correctness olf a geJ;leralizatlon but not be able to 

d~scern or preclude specific amounts, percentages (e.g. of 

those required to make laws) and the like. 

These four weaknesses do not indicate that the JUS

tificatory criteria are usef-esg ell" impractical. They are 

chiefly "wealmesses" only whep. not identified. They are 

easily mis-labeled as effects ("'\1Teaknesses") due to re1a-

tivlsm, but if properly ·lden'tlfie!d they would correctly 



be viewed as lim:1tations. Slnce the former is the most 

l1kely situation I have dis~~ussed them as weaknesses. I 

believe a more thorough analysis and a more careful atti-

tude of moral investigation suggested in the last chapter 

will lead to their eventual recognition as limitations 

rather than weaknesses. 

Strelil8ths of Vindicating Criteria 

Now tha.t the "weakness~IS" ''of' the vindicating 0.1'1-

teria ha.ve been pointed out I will try to show their 

strengths by examining formula.ti,ons o~ generalization 

whioh are vindicated. A negslti.ve and a posi ti ve practical 

generali.za tion will be examl.ned ,to demonstrate the appli

cation o.t the oriteria. The negative· formulation is the:most 

common expression of eth1cal. genla.ralization. The negative 

formulation is behind the cc~mmon question I "What if every-

one were to do that?"; inferring that "not everyone should 

do that" which vila the general1zation principle becomes "no 

one should do tha.t" .. An 11lustrat:ion here: would bet ttlf 

no one were to keep their promisl~s the results would be 

undesirable, therefore everyone c;)ught to keep their promises. H 

The criteria can vindicate .both portions of this expression 

assuming the generallzatlon.prin(~iple is·valid. It is clear 

that false promises would lead t() an undesirable situation 
. . 

of confusion. If a society a.ss'urnes promise-keeping then a. 

departure from this norm would bE~ undesirable; the resultant 
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confusion, frus,tratlon, and a!lger would be incapacitating. 

Even the simple e:x;amples of promising a child a reward or 

promising anothel' person some item of exchange or promising 

to meet another at a speclfledl time and location are famil-

iar enough to illustrate thjLs pOint. Abjuring these promises 

would result in an undesirable! situation which in the ex-

treme instance, would creatE~ distrust and perhaps force 

people to do most t,hlngs for t,hemselves. Thus one of the 

major reasons. for forming a so,ci,ety would be lost, namely 

the sharing of f~tnctlons. OtLe must take the time to catalogue 

his dependence on ,others during an average week. in order to 

feel the importance of this posslble consequent .. City dwell

ers should be espec.1ally fr1,ghtened at such a prospect. 

The prescriptive pa:rt of th~s generalization may be 

vindicated by the criteria for the same reasons .. Everyone 

ought to keep their promises: to avoid, the undesirable con

sequences result:1:ng from no one keeping their prom,ses. 

The more often promises are kept the more smoothly SOCiety 

funct,ions and vice versa ~ Thus t(> obtain the ,maximum sta

bility for s, soci'ety the max:imum number of members (every-

one) ought t'o keep their promises G ' 

A justifiSlJble posi ti ve generalization would be c l'If 

everyone were to discriminate on the basis of race, religion, 

of political aff1liation the slttl.a.tion would be undesirable, 

therefore no one ought to discriminate on these bases~" 



Ass.uming"the gene!ralization prirl;c~lple valid both portions 

of . this generalization may be ,justified (shown correct). 

Common knowledge 'shows the first portion correct. If there 

exists discrimination (positive c)r negatlve) on the basis 

of race, religion. or, political affiliation the situation 

1s eventually undles1rable, e.g. racial discrimination 
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except perhaps in.a, situation l~here such discrimination is 

expected and, willingly condoned by all, e.g. where the dem

ocratic nominee for President I:>f the United states shall be 

a Democrat. In other (unexpected or non-condoned) situations 

discrimination will eventually result in some undesirable 

consequents acc'ording to all proc~tica.l knowledge of such 

matters, e.g. housing, sales" blls1,nessemployment, club 

membership, educational currlc111:UllIl, arid so on. 

The prescrllption is alse) s:hown correct by common 

knowledge if the generalizat:10n principle is valid. That 

no one ought to discriminate on t,hese bases is indeed cor

rect where "what 1s right (or l'lr01ng) for one person must 

be right (or wrong) for any similar person in similar cir

cumstan'Ces." The usual acoep'tallcel of the generalization 

prinCiple by all the members ot s" society assures the val

idation of the prescription. EvetlLtually the issue of dis

crimination, on ,this. accep.taJl:lce-.. , "seems· to reduoe to·a form-

.ulatlon similar to The Goldeltl Rul.e where assuming . one does 



not wish to be discriminated aga:inst then one should not 

discriminate against others., ,It :1..s also common knowledge. 

however, that the generalization principle is often not 

accepted by those who "can s~ffor(i H to ignore 1 t for reasons 

of social, pollt:llcal, relig1.ou.s, economic, or racial "supe-
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"riority", e.g. apartheid polic1e:s, umachine" politics, 

slavery, and so on. Bu~ wheI~e thje generalize. tion principle 

is held valid there will be no question of the applicability 

of the criteria to examine t;he validity of the prescription. 

Two major strengths B,re olDserved in these analyses. 
,/ 

The first strength" of the 'pI'acti(~al formulations (positive 

and negative is that the cr1.teria of vindication reduce to 
, , 

common knowledge.' No, special. ,tra:lning nor analytical ability 

is necessary although it is helplful~ The ideal a.ttitude for 

this analysis will be recolUIIlendeci ;in the last chapter. 

Attainment of, t,hls att1 tude should be the first step to 

allow adequate mdral analys1.s wil~hout special experience or 

training. 

Second, the criter1a are applicable to both portions 
" , 

of the practical,general1zat;ions (assum1ng the generaliza-

tion principle is valid) 0 BClth the 9.-esoriptive and the pre

scriptive portions of pract1,cal «ethical generalizations are 

subject to the c:clteria of 'V"indic~ation. And further, vin-

dication 1s necessary for all pr~a.ctical ethical generali

zation; their component part.s canno,t be (merely) assumed 



as in the theoretical genera.llza1~10ns. 

A third strength, not: ment10ned above, 1s the in-

creasing progress in the ab1.1i ty to' understand and apply 

dintentlons and purposes and. emplr1cal or practical knowl-

edge", the criteria of vlndi.oati()n. ·This is especially ob-

servable in the behavi'orlst researches within psychology 

and similar methods in rela t;ed flelds, (e. g.. anthropology 

and sociology). Although pre:sent appl1cations of th,ese cr1-

teria are much less than uni.versal" there has been increas

ing agreement on the app11ca.tionl3 of such criteria.· Some 
I' 

of the advances 'W'ill 'be 1ll'lllstra1~ed' 1n the last chapter. 
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IV. METHODOLOGY AND THE ETHICAL IGENERALIZATION ARGUMENT 

NUmerous authors havE~ stated that the criteria, for 

moral evaluation do and should change. This chapter will 

accept ,and further this pOSition for both moral' jUdgment in 

general and the, ethical genElrali:zation argument in particular. 

I do not intend to preclude spec::tfic criteria which may be 

identified for an ethical system ,if such be given adequate 

time for development e I do intend, to reduce th~. importance of 

identifying such specific criter:la because of their usually 

short-lived,:,altb.ough often brilliant, success, e.g .. the 

early logical pos,itivist'fol"mulations of the verification 

principle. 

My concern in this chapte):" is to indicate the method

ological directiotns and boundaries for this activity so that 

objective criteri,a may be identified for any'specific moral 

evaluative tecbni,que and to view the ethical generalization 

argument in light of these methodological consideratlons o By 

surveying po'rtions of three prior attempts to analyze moral 

justification I w:ill present the elements I judge to be the 

most promising fOIl' this endeavor .. Thus I believe fUrther 

analysis of the'moral realm will 'achieve, the greatest amount 

of success if a met hod is used s j~milar to Skinner r s, if !ill. 

6'8 
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attitude is maintained similar to Toulmin's, an.d if ethical 

indeterminacy is reduced by a 'pl"'ogram Similar to Edel's 

"valuatibnal b~se". This recommendation does not imply a 

complex result. I believe a simple result will eventually be 

attained in the moral realm from such an advanced,. complicat-. . . . 

ed methodology. The eventuaJL goal is to approach more closely 

a. unity of moral concerns p~lrall·el to the metaphysical unity 

suggested by Einstein fS field equati'on or the epistemological 

unity of Zen Buddhism. l The ,dire~~tion of ethical analysiS 

indicated by these men is towardl:l SCience (including an 

eventual science of language!) and. greater comp~exity 0 This is 

not to demand thalt the resultant conclusions of ethical 

analysis become more complex: •. Just as A.ristotle is reported to . 

have remarked tha:t 'we must philosophize if only to avoid 

philosophizing I SIO also must our moral evaluatic:)U become more 

complex if only to avoid.complexlty .. 

This attitlUde and. an awareness of the concomitant re ... -· 

sponsibilities was expre.ssed many years previously by B.F. 

Skinner, a chief investigator lof a scientific vlew' of 

behavior: 

We have not wholly'abandoned tlhe traditional philosophy of 
human nature; at the· same t:tme ''Ie. are far from adapting a 
scientific .'Point of· view:"wiithout reservation •••• If this 

. .' ' ... --------------------
lAS explicated by .Alan W'atts; e.g. "This is It", This is 

and:::Other Essays_',;(~e~r York: ~~olli,er Books, 1967)1, pp. 17~58. 
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were a theoretical issue only,'we would have no cause for 
alarm; but theories affe(;:t ,pr'actices. A scientific concep
tion of human behavior dictates one practice, a philosophy 
of personal freedom another. Confusion in theory means 
confusion in practice.' The present unhappy condition of 
the world may in large mE3asure be traced to our vacilla
tion ..... 'IVe shall' almost certainly remain ineffective 
in solving these problemB rbetween nations] until we 
adopt a consistent point of view. 2 

Further, a similarvie,w is E~xpressed by Stephen Toulmin: 

It is for thoEle who are' E!x:pert in the natural sciences to 
discover the means of reducing the amount of misery in the 
world, and so to provide fresh channels for satisfaction 
and fulfilment: but the E~vid'el1ce of science remains evi
dence about what is pract icable, and so about facts--what
.is or could :Q!l, not about w'halG ought to be. It is in the 
hands of the moralist tha,t possibility becomes §oliCY, 
what £.illl be ddne becomes what ought to be done. 

These invels,tigators, are Joined in their views by Ao 

Edel'when he'examines both the possible contributions and the 

limitations of f'olur perspectiv l9s of human science: the biolog~ 

ical"psychological, cultural and SOCial, and the historical. 
, " 

Although he is examining ethical relativity rather than ethi-

cal generalizatioh his comments are valuable for more gen

e'ral considerat'iol1S within ethics. Through the examination of 

five types of mor~l rule's combined with the analysis of the 

above' perspectives he arr1ve:~ at a suggestion for tla common 
, 

ethic tl utilizing 'a "valuational'base n which would diminish 

et hical indeterminacy iri. a number' of ways. As he summarizes: 

2B• F. Skinner, SC1en(::9 and Human Behavior (First':'Free 
Press Edit10n,.1965; ., Toronto:: Collier-Macmillan Ltd., 1953), 
p. 9. 

3Stephen'TQulmin, Rea~)orl in Ethics (Cambridge:' The 
Synd1cs of the Cambridge UniyeJ:'sity Press,:,1950). p. 223. 
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All these ways of rE3ducing indeterminacy shov-led that 
no a. priori bars should be set up to the contributions 
that the several sciences can make to rendering ethical 
judgment more determinatE~ p that the contributions so far 
are a.lreadY considerable and significant, and that once 
the channels for ethical--sc:ientific cooperation are 
cleared,' considerable further advance may be hoped for. 4 

Toulminvs valuational base is an integrating concept 

to establish unity of the findings of present ·ethical analy

ses a.."'1d provide a position from 'W'hich to conduc.t further 

analyses. nIt is a base because :1t acts as a standpoint for 

eValuation, prov1.ding moorings to which a morality may be 

fastened, and sailing-charts for its general course. It is 

valuational because it embodies: major decisions of policy 

supported by an tnterlocking structure of human knowledge and 

human striving. itS The valuational base will be a fusion of 

univers.al and loclal elements. 'The former are lithe fundamental 

human needs, theperennia.l aspirations and strivings, and the 
" 

discovered high ~alues that" arl9- cle€Jply grounded in these needs 

and aspirations. 116 The 'latter a!'EI "the central problems of:,the 

age including its central necelssa,ry conditions and special 

contingent elements (not necesl::larily values themselves) which 

may press het:).vily upon 'men's pursluit of values in the given 

age. "7 

4Abraham Eael, OPe ci'~. ". }:I .. 295. 

5Ibid., p. 291" •. , 6Ibid • 

7Ib1d _. 



These three authors lndicate a promising direction for 

ethical analysis ,,8 Next I shall present Skinner's model of 

behavorial analysis, Toulmin's attitude of the moralist, and 

Edel's description of the llmltations of this type of analy

sis. The reader may then judge, whet~er this combination is 

applicable to investigation of' the moral realm in general and 

ethical generalization in pt::Lrticular. 

Skinner1s Model 

Skinner's main conC6:rn is with control; Specifically, 

control of the factors which do or may control >uman behavior. 

His material conslists of casual and erlensi ve observations of 
, , , . . 

behavior, controlled field obse!'irations, clinical observation, 

and laboratory studies of' human and sub-human behavior .. The 

variables used to investigate thls behavior include depriva-

t ion and sat iatioln, emot ion, ayel~sion, avoidance, anxiety, 

and punishment. The Appendix (pp" 83-84 ) gives Skinner's 

analysis of' a simple verbal 'beha"rior" viz .. asking for a cig

arette .. Here Skinner shows how "~L single verBal: response is 

especially likely;- to bea function of more than one Variable 

because it I?ay be part of se'veraJ. different repertories. "9 

This complex analysis of behavlo!' seems to be required for 

8In addition, all thr1ee authors deal with common ob
jections to their analyses: Skimler, Ope cit., Chapter One 
and pp. 17-22;' Ed\9l, o'O.cit.,Chapter Three; and Tou1mln, 
Reason in Ethics, Part I. 

9Skinner, ,op. cit .. ,· p. :2101. 



a thorough understanaing of ethtcal judgment. This is why 

the more scienti,fic (objective) I' multi-method analysis of 

ethics using num!erous variables appea.rs to yield a more 

thorough ana1ysi.s than the 01assica1 but limited analysis of 

choosing one method which uses (me pre-determined variable, 

e.g. hedonism and pleasure. 

This recommenaation of a Skinnerian analysis must be 

tempered, howeve'r, with the fact~ tha.t a successful "determina

tion of causal operants does not necessarily provide.the 

analyst with rea!sons for beha'ITic)!'. There: is' no assurance of 
(' 

a direct relation between causal operants and reasons for 

behavior in all ana.lyses. This l'elation 1s more certain where 

the behavior is more common ru1d less complex. But at the . 

level of value j~dgment or the dete.rminatlon of moral deci

sions certainty has not been achieved. 

Toulmin's Moralist 

In his Reason in Ethic~ T10ulmin provides a model of 

the moral analyst. He does not a.Ssume that everyone 1s or can 

become a competent moral an:3.lyst. His model is also in the 

direction of scfence yet he retains an. awareness of limita-'·· .. ' 

tions seldom imp!lied and rarely admitted in mos~ models of 

moral invest igators. His pr10gram was to provide a methodolog

ical prpc~durefor ethics ill ii.erms of the function of moral 

(versus ·scientif$.c) judgment, the logic of moral reasoning, 



and the relations between ethics and society. Toulmin pro

duces his concept of the moralist while describing these 

changing concepts and i,dentlfying their stable constituents. 

For Toulmin the moralist is someone with combined 

t rai ts of the psyc hologist, ,t he engineer, and the artist. 

These qualifications mark those 'who should be capable of 

assessing and di:lJ"ecting the e;x:is'ting code we rely on for our 

moral formulations. Thus "thepsychologist t1 in the moralist 

contributes an understanding of human nature; a knowledge of 

the ways people will propably aC1t in va.rious situations. liThe 

engineer" in the moralist encompa,sses the prac{ical vie't'l of 

applying knowledse and understanding both within the existing 

code a.nd in new patterns of beha.Yior, new rules of conduct, ., 

or new social ins'titutions .. ,where necessary. "The artist" in 

the moralist allolWs him, to forsea, to conceptualize the pre

sent arid future nleeds and pos8ibllities In the mora.l realm; 

he must be suffic:iently sensitlvE~ to perceIve situations 

requiring new ?olutions and to envisage the early start of 

these solutions. The moralist 'lshc)Uld view the practices of 

society not only for what they do, but also for what they 

could be made to do. Yet Toulmin includes a warning: 

But there is a danger in this kind of talk: the danger 
of suggesting that there is a superior class of persons, 
worthy of special respect, who are alone entItled to crit
icize the moral practices of, siociety. In talking of the 
'moralist', however, I ha:ve not been meaning to assume the 
existence of SUch a privileged class. The title of 'moral
ist' can be thpught of' as s I:>me~thing to be earned, rather 



than as the n4=tme of a cal3te Dr profession. The notion is 
akin more to that of a rl~itizlen v than to that of a 
'surgeon'--cet>tainly it cannot be anybody's ,job to be a 
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moralist. In fact, of course, social institutions develop 
to a great extent without the need for people \-lith special 
vision: it is not 'the id~3as of Great Men, but the refusal 
of ordinary p~ople in thl3il" day-to-day behavior to conform 
to an out-of-date code which produces the changes required. 
But this is not to discri3di t my not ion of a 'moralist J : it 
1s to say rather that we are all moralists in a limited 
way, and that this refus:3.1 to conform is often based on 
protest against the rule, whether or no one can see how a 
better rule cbuld be introduced. lO 

Edel 's Ind~3terminacy 

Edel's analysis 1s sImilar to Toulmin's but Edel's· .. 

concern is more specifically directed toward e~hical relativ

ity, namely its final reducijion into "residual indeterminacyll: 

We have seen that many airenues are open for further scien
tific investi$ation which may in time reduce the indeter
minate zone even further [than the growing a'l,vareness of 
the biological, psychological, sooial, and historical 
structuring of human life]. J;3ut, of course, indeterminacy 
has not been completely,E~limi:nated, :p..or can it ever be. ll 
•••••••••• 0.4_ ........ 0.0. •••••• 

The characHeristic feature 'of residual indeterminacy is 
that it is re~idual. That is, it is not tied to the core of 
ethical judgment, nor dOE~sit constitute its "essence"; it 
is only sometl11ing left oirer.12 

Edel accomplishes thls. re,duction of ethical relativity 

by use of the va:j.ua.tional base! and by an emphasis on what he 

terms "phase rules tl
• 13 This type of rule was one of :f1ve types 

----------------------------,--------------------------------------
10 1 Toulmin f OPe cit.~ p.79. 

lIEd it -~3i!: e 1, 0]). c ., p. ~I ~I. 12IQ1£., p. 337. 

13I b1d., pP. 46-48. 
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distinguished by ,Edel in his brief examination of the phenom-

enology of moral 'rules. 14 He distinguishes "must-rules", 

tf always-rules II, IIlfor-the-most-part rules il, "the complex singu

lar. situationU
, afnd the tlbreak-always-\'J'ith-regret rules u con-

s idered as. phase ~rules. 

[By regarding] a break-onlY'-1<Tith-regret rule as referring 
not directly to the results of moral calculation of a sit-
uation but to the process of reaching such results 0 •• 

[the rule] sta~es an operational universal or rule of 
reckoning. Whart it states is t,hat in every situation in 
which a moral reckoning is taking place, the killing 
aspect [for exalnple] is to be regarded as' negative (wrong). 
This is a univlersal statement 0 It does not guarantee that 
the outcome of: the reckoning. (one's duty in that situation)' 
will be negatiiVe in the sense of excluding theact.15 

'Recognitioh of the phase rules r,educes relativity and 

allows a truer fo:rrnulation o,f the! moral view bf killing, viz. 

Umost people wishl neither to argue that every actual case of 

killing is unjustlified, nor to deny there is some sense in 

which killing is wrong as a.unlV€lrsaI0n16 But the use of the 

phase'rule, (as abo.Ve, "in ev,ery situation . . • II) allows 

one to retain the, general "Killing is 1<lrong" instead of slip

ping into the rel~tive IlMost kill.ing"is wrong". In a like 

manner other phas~ rules will result in other areas of moral 

concern. 17 In add1tlon Edel believes the elaboration and 

14 I 

Ibid., pp~ 42-50. l5Ibid., p. 47. 

17Edel exaiTIines gener:9.1 and specific values oy use of 
phase rules and ot her et hical generalizat ions, e. g. obliga
tions and tasks, strivings and aspirations, pleasure, and"the 
evil of pain and if'rustration. Generaliz'at ions were Hseen to be 
possible through phenomenal desc!"iption and analysis which 
revealed common hpman feelings and attitudes 'in varying 
socio-cultural forms ••• '. 11;; OPe cit., p. 293. 
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and multiplication of theoretical tools for discovering gen

eralizations and applying them in particular evaluations 

would also reduce indeterminacy.18 Edel gives examples of the 

utilization of' findings of (~ontemporary psychology to analyze 

or discover an individual's values beyond his introspective 

account of them ql.nd the ins~lstance on using an empirical anal

ysis of the self in doctrines of egoism. But these activities 

must be done witlilout "overlooking the possible development of 

human nature and possible changes of quality in the human 

situation. 1119 

The valuational base then enters Edel's /formulations 

as an integrative concept fet!' th~9 growing area of ethical 

determinacy resulting from Illthe 'l1"ariety of phase rules, the 

variety of tools for value analysis, and the several modes of 
, 

relating the rules to the pa.rticular context of application .. u20 

Edel believes the formulation of a valuational base is by 

implication theresponsibl1ity"' ()f whoever may wish to use it 5 

v/hat must be done: is "to locate t.he constituents of the bases 

and trace the particular pattern of" their linkage. 1121 Specif

ically this requi:res the identiflcation and association of'" the 

four major constituents of the base: the t,wo universal ele

ments of (1) univ1ersal needs and (2) perennial aspirations 

18 4 , Ibid., 'Pi. 29 • 19.Ibld., p. 296. 20Ibid. 

21Ib1d ., p. 297. 

I" 
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and major goals', and the t'wo local elements of (3) central 

necessary conditions and (4) (~r:1,tical contingent factors. 

Illustrations of the first ,are III survival , need for affection

ate warmth, and, So on. n 22"The sElcond' is 'illustrated ,by "the 

provision of fooa ll
, ••• lithe love of beauty", and tfthe 

desire for frien<.1s 11, • • • and llithe goal of growing, int'o the 

particular langu\3-ge upon wh:1ch communication with the group' 

depends. u23 The third and fourth would be illustrated by 

industrialization and the threat of ·war. 24 

These element.s are to be determined and their rela

tlons described to produce the valuational bas~. The ulti

mate validation: of the"valwltlonal base w,ill "be found in 

the lessons of the human sclences that human life on the 

various levels of inv.estigatlon does exhibit'· 'some degree of' 

systematic structure. tt25 

Conclusion 

~lhat are the applica1jicms to and implications for the 

ethical generali~ation argument from a Skinnerian analysis, 

a Toulminian attitude, and ~m Edelian reduction? Skinner's 

analysis of verbal behavior would seem,to be directly appli

cable to the ethical generalization argument and stmilar 

22 2~ 24' Ibid., :w. 299. -Ibid., p. 301. Ibid., p. 303. 

25Ibid., :We 306". ThiEl latter point is being demonstra
t ad.' by B. F. Skinner and thE~ 'behavorist approach. 

1" 



analyses in non-verbal modes of behavior are strongly 

indicated to be ~pplicable to the ethical generalization 

argument to some ,degree (e .g;. overt group actions, ethical 

formulations of groups or committ'ees and the like). The 

d'irect applicabiJ;i ty ,would be sh(~wn by an analysis of the 

Socratic example of the request" by an enraged' friend to re;" 

turn a weapon loaned previously. Presumably this analysis 

would be more complex than Skinner's example of the request 

for a. cigarette, but the chief d~Lfference would be in the 

subject matter. The cigarette example vlould be exa,mined 

without moral judgments oeing'actively discussed, while the 

Socratic exainple :must examine mOJ~al judgments ~ e.g. lIobli

gat ion " • 

The practi;cali ty of the behavorist met hod should be 

encouraged becausle once there is available a thorough method-
, 

for analyzing ve:t*:l:al behavior thE~ ethical generalization 

argument will be 'much more likely to be vindicated sinc,e 

1 ts. effect is chiefly dependent on the verbal mode of he

havior. In addi ti'on, a successfu,l analysis of' verbal hehaV"

ior-'would greatly reduce the present ""Teaknes's-es-tt of the 

vindicating crite'ria mentioned, in chapter three .. 

Toulmin fS ,attitude is also directly -applicable to 

t he ethical genenaliz.at ion argument. His characterizat ions 

of the moralist appear to be idea.l qualifications for those 

attempting' to loclate or vindic'ate applicatlons of "the 



ethical genera.lization a.rgument. His emphasis on the 

classlessness of'these psychological-::engineerisl1-artist;.. 

like investigators of the moral realm who are aware that 

changes are prodtllced not' from 'the ideas of Great ~-:Ien I but 

from' tithe refUsal of' ordinal:"'Y people' in' their day-to-day 

oehavior to conform to an ollt::"of,-date code u26 seems espe-

c ially acc~rate for our preElent populations 0 Toulmin,rs 

statements that"'it cannot be anybody's job to be a moral-· 

ist" and "we are all' moralis:ts in a limited way il27 point 

to the required attitudes of a population for the accept-
r 

ance of the ethicial generalization argument. 

The more ~raditional views of the moral realm 
, 

("ideas of Great'M:en",) if emphaslzed, would detl:"act from 
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the otherwise rnO!1e open hear'ing granted the ethical gen

eralization argumlent o' This is has'ically bec'Souse the con

ditions presumed :fbr traditional views are apparently dif

ferent from con'ditions nOvT preyalent in the 'world populat'ion·. 

Some of these 'wou[Ld 'be: ,( 1) the t'endency to irrationality 

(non-reason)as an: acceptable. mode! of thought'and action; 

(2) the revitalized ideals of 1rvorld language, world gov

ernment, vlOrld money and the llke!; (3) the recogni t,ion' 1:>y' 

---------------------------------,-----------------------------
26Toulmifii OPe cit., p. 179. 

27Ihid • 
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the "nei-vly emergf9nt countries lll of their collective strengths 

and individual \v9aknesses; (4) t.he commul.1.ication explosion 

and its unknOl1n ability to gather and disseminate informa

tion at incredible speed, plus more subtle effects of media; 

(5) the continuing transportation revolution which ena.bles 

people and things to be mov1ed to even isolated locations v-lith 

great speed and in almost original' condition; (6) the future 

environmental revolution allowing community habitation of 

previously inhabitable regions and bringing almost total 

change to certain types'of present communities, especially 

large cities. 

Edel's reciiuction of E3thical relativism is not directly 

applicable to thE;! ethical gEmeralization argument because it 

is not yet formulated for such a specific approach to ethical 

m·ethodology. But there is a clear relevance of the complimen:" 

tary nature of Edel's reduction,. and the use of the ethical 

generalization. argument. EdE~1 himself refers to the diminiSh

ing of ethical i11determinacy he has found by "establishing 

phase rules or other ethical generalizations. 1128 Presumably 

the ethical genet'alization argument could be part of this 

reduction of ethical indetel~minacy leadil?-g to his valuational 

base or perhaps Some other "common ethic ". 

28Edel, olf- cit., p. 293. 
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These methodologics.1 suggestions present the direction 

(scientific) and the limita.tions (opera.tional) 0+ the further 

evaluation of the moral realm in general and the ethical gen

eralization arguLment in par'ticular. The final result ( a 

common ethic) is not yet apparent, but the pre-conditions 

for such an ideal are nOiV" forming. These examinations also 

B how· the limi tatlions of the p:r-esent justifiable use of the 

ethical generalization argument and the lack of validated use 

for the hypothetical form of ·thei argument. Yet neither the 

present limited" vindication nor-the partial lack of present 
/ 

validation is discouraging to the present or future moralist. 

These conditions are to be ~3xpected granting (1) the present 

relation of science and human behavior and (2) the failure of 

the moralist to accept and (~reatively develop the relation 

between' science $,nd human bE~havior. 



APPENDIX 

Skinnelr' 's l\nalysii~f Verbal Episodes 

Verbal bep.avior supplies many examples in' '\'[hich 
one person is sail.d to have an effect upon- another beyond' 
the sco·oe of the physical sciences. ~\Tords are said to 
tv symbolize It or "express II idl9as or meanings, ~'lhlch are then 
"communicated ll to the listener. 1m alternative formulation 

I would require too much spac l9 her'e, but a single example may 
suggest hOvl this sort of social behavior may be brought 
within range of a natural science. Consider a Simple epi-
s ode in ~'lhich 11. asks B' for a Cigarette and gets one. To 
account for the ¢,ccurance ru1d maintenance of this behavior 
we have to show that ,A prov:ides adequate stimuli and rei:h
forcemant for B <i3-nd vice versa. 11 's response, 11Gi ve me a 
c igarette li

, 't·.roul~ be quite Ineffecti va in a purely mechan
ical environment~ It has been conditioned by a verbal com
munity which occ~sionally reinforces it in a particular way. 
,;.'4, has long Since formed a disc:rimine,tion by virtue of 1-'.rhich 
the response is mot emitted in the absence of a member of 
that community. Me has also probably formed more subtle dis
criminations in Which he is more likely to respond in the 
presence of an' lI$asy touch"., BO has either reinforced this 
response in the :past or resE~mbles someone, who· has. The first 
interchange betw~en the t't'lO is in the-direction of B to A: 
B is a discriminative stimulus in the presence of v-r11.ich A 
emits the verbal' response. ~~he second interchange is in the 
direction A to B: the response generates auditory stimuli 
acting upon B: If B is already disposed to give a ci§arette 
to 'A--for example, if B is "anxious to please An or in love 
v-Ti th A", the auditory pattern is a discriminative: stimulus 
for the response' of giving a cigarette. B" does not offer 
cigarettes indisd:riminately;; he wait's for ,a response from 
A as an occasion upon which a Cigarette will:be accepted. 
A's acceptance d~pends upon'a condition of deprivation in 
which the receipt of a cigarette is reinforcing., This is 
also the conditi~n in which A emits the response, "Give 
me a, cigarette", and the contigency which comes to control 
R's 'behavior is thus estahljLshed~ The third interchange is 
A's receipt of tl:tLe c:tgarettE~ from B~ This is the'reinforce
ment of A 's- original responBe and completes' our account of it '. 

~ , 
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If B is reinforc!ed simply by evldence of the effect of the 
c'igarette upon 11.:, we may consider B IS account closed also. 
But such behavio:r is more likely to remain a stable part 
of the culture ilf these evidences are made consnicuous. If 
11 not only accepts the cigarette but also says,~tlThank you," 
a fourth interchlange takes pls,c6: the auditory stimulus is 
a conditioned relinforcer to B, and A produces it just be-
c a.use it is. R mla.v in turn inl::rsase the likelihood of future 
"Thank you's" on the part of A by saying, "Not at 8.11." 

'When B"'s behavior in responding to .A's verbal response 
is already s tronis, Ttie call A's respons e a "request. t1 If B t S 
behavior require!s other conditions, we have to reclassify 
.,;,1l. 's response. Ifl "Give me a cigarette ll is not only the oc
casion for a par~icular response but also a conditioned a
versive stimulus from which B" c'an escape only by complying, 
then A's respons~ is a "demand." In this case, B's behavior 
is reinforc"ed by! a reduction in the threat generated by A's 
demand, and ~~ IS :"Thank youU is mainly effective as a conspic
uous indication ~hat the threat has been reduced. 

Even' such' a brief episode! is surprisingly "complex, but 
the four or five interchcmg'9s belt"reen A and B" ean all be 
specified in physical terms ,and can scarcely be ignored'if 
'tVe are t'o take spch an analysis seriously. That the complete 
episode occupies' only' a fe,,, seconds does not excuse us from 
the respons ibili ty of ident if'ying and observ,ing all its 
features. 29 

29B:~ F":' Skinner, Scilence and Human Behavior~ (New York: 
The" Free Press', 1965) II 1'1' .. :;07~308 .. 
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